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EST. 1907, SOUTH CAROLINA'S OLDEST COLLEGE NEWSPAPER ROARS FOR CLEMSON:

Tigers shell-ack stricken Terrapins
Clemson showed no mercy to the injury-plagued Terrapins and advanced to 9-1 with a 45-10 win.
KEVIN THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, the No. 11
Clemson Tigers (9-1, 6-1 ACC)
defeated the Maryland Terrapins (4-6,
2-4 ACC) by a score of 45-10.
"There is no doubt we came ready
to play," Dabo Swinney, Clemson head
coach, said. "We were ready from
the opening snap. Our players are
excited to play every week because we
practice the right way. I'm proud of
our backups because they showed our
depth and took care of business."
Maryland came into the game
plagued with injuries and severely
undermanned, and it did not take
long for Clemson to start rolling. The
Tigers struck first midway through the
first quarter when Adam Humphries
made a spectacular diving catch on a
pass from quarterback Tajh Boyd for a
13-yard touchdown pass — the first of
Humphries' career.
Clemson struck again a mere
12 seconds later when Maryland
quarterback Shawn Petty had the
ball slip out of his hands and Corey
Crawford picked it up and ran it in 16
yards for a second Tiger touchdown.

"It comes hard," Crawford said of
his touchdown. "Those do not come
every day. The feeling is indescribable.
I am just so happy right now. My
tackle blocked down, so I had to
squeeze. I saw the quarterback rolling
out. I ran to make sure he did not get
outside and try to make a play. It just
so happened that he was trying to draw
back to throw the ball and it came out.
I just scooped and scored."
On Clemson's next possession,
Boyd hit DeAndre "Nuk" Hopkins for
a 28-yard touchdown pass, and from
there, the rout was on.
"Give Clemson credit," Maryland
Head Coach Randy Edsall said after
the game. "That's an outstanding
football team that we played against
today. They're very, very talented on
both sides of the ball. You can see why
they're ranked as high as they are, and
they're very deserving of that ranking."
Boyd connected on his third
touchdown pass of the day, this time
for 22 yards to Brandon Ford on the
Tigers' first possession of the second
quarter. Following a botched punt
return by Humphries, the Terrapins

see MARYLAND -page C2

Corey Crawford (93) returned a Sean Petty fumble for the first touchdown of his career.

Blood drive
saves S.C. lives

Clemson wins "The
South's Best Tailgate"

Annual Clemson vs. USC competition.

Southern Living names tailgating experience best in the South.

MATT ABRAMS
STAFF WRITER

This Monday marked the
beginning of the annual Clemson
University vs. University of South
Carolina Blood Bowl. This tradition
began in 1985 and usually takes
place the week before the two teams
play each other in football. Alpha
Phi Omega sponsors the event
and spends most of the semester
planning, advertising that one
donation can save three lives.
The school that has the most
students, faculty and townspeople
donate blood gets a trophy and
bragging rights. While Clemson
leads the series 14 to 13, USC has

Named for "The South's Best
Tailgate,"
Clemson
University
received a trophy honoringitspregame
activities. With the University of
Alabama taking third place and the
University of Mississippi following
in second, Southern Living magazine
selected the best southern tailgating
schools, announcing Clemson's first
place title on Oct. 15, 2012.
At the conclusion of the first
quarter during the Maryland game,
Southern Living's Executive Editor,
Rachel Barrett and Features Editor,

see BLOOD page A4
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won the competition the past five
consecutive years.
The fact that this falls right
before the beginning of the holiday
season is no accident.
"For blood
banking,
the
holidays during the winter can
be difficult as schools and large
corporations through which we
help organize donations are closed.
Also, many people travel and have
other plans that make donating
more inconvenient for them," Terra
Strange, who is a part of The Blood
Connection, said.
The large amount of blood
donations raised between the two
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"The Price is
Righteous"

Legacy Day to honor
Clemson founders

Class hosts show promoting integrity.

The event will be at Fort Hill, former home of Thomas Clemson.

ANDY BROWN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Students from Communication
Studies 495 have partnered with the
International Center of Academic
Integrity to promote a culture of
academic integrity on campus. The
students will be channeling Bob
Barker through their production of
"The Price is Righteous" on Nov.
27 in Kinard301.
"We took it upon ourselves
to have a kind of fun game show
style event in which new students,
particularly freshman, can learn
things that they didn't know about
academic integrity in a fun way
where they're competing for prizes.
Participants will be put on a panel
and then asked different questions
about plagiarism, using technology
i and cheating, group work and
other things," Hannah Kunkel, a
member of the business side of the
game show, said.
Rather than competing for a
showcase of household appliances
or a houseboat, contestants on
"The Price is Righteous" will
answer various questions for gift
cards from local companies and
other prizes.
Dr. Teddi Fishman is the
current chair of the Center for
Academic Integrity at Clemson. She
plans to use the event to represent
Clemson at the International
Center for Academic Integrity
Conference. "ICAI's main event
is an annual conference where
students, faculty, administrators
and student affairs folks come
together to talk about integrity
issues. This year's conference, the
20th anniversary conference, was to

be hosted by Princeton University
until Hurricane Sandy forced its
cancellation. We will hold our next
conference in San Antonio, Texas
early next year," Dr. Fishman said.
The
students
from
the
communications class will develop
a handbook documenting the
event to present at this conference.
"After this event is over, we will be
putting together a handbook that
will cover the process doing this
event from A to Z. Whether it is
marketing or planning the event,
we want to put it together and give
it to the ICAI center. When they go
to their national conferences, they
can show that this is what Clemson
put together and your university
can too," Kunkel said.
Students at Clemson recognize
the importance of academic
integrity beyond the consequences
of getting caught cheating. "I think
it's essential to not cheat; cheating
devalues a Clemson degree not
just for yourself, but for everyone
else. Beyond the monetary value,
cheating your way to a degree isn't
truly earning it," Patrick Rodgers, a
freshman at Clemson, said.
Clemson students can double
the value of the event by applying it
to their ePortfolio. The game show
will satisfy the ethical competency
requirement within the ePortfolio.
A write-up of the event would be
an appropriate artifact to represent
growth in knowledge of ethical
judgment. The event is free for all
students and open to all classes.
Spots are first come first serve,
and participants will recieve raffle
tickets. Students participating for
the prizes will be chosen at random
from those raffle tickets.

WESLEE SEWELL
ASST. OPINIONS EDITOR

On Friday, Nov. 16, Clemson
University will celebrate its annual
Legacy Day, recognizing campus history
and its honorable founders.
The event will take place at Fort
Hill, the former home of Thomas Green
Clemson and Anna Calhoun Clemson
from 2 until 4 p.m.
"The first Legacy Day was held on
Nov. 6, 2009, the actual anniversary of
the day in 1886 when Mr. Clemson
signed his will, which provided for the
establishment of the University. The
2009 event was such a success that we
have made the celebration an annual
event, though the date of the event
varies slightly from year to year," Steven
Cox, chairman of Legacy Day, said.
This event is a time for students to
celebrate and be thankful for Clemson's
heritage as well as gain new information
for those who may be unaware about
Clemson's history.
"Legacy Day is important to
Clemson and its students because

A woman in Ireland came into a hospital complaining
of extreme back pain just 17 weeks into her pregnancy;
the doctors explained that she was having a miscarriage.
They denied her an abortion and the pain continued
to grow for another three days. The woman's husband
asked the doctors to go through with the abortion to save
his wife and they refused. After three days, the woman
died of septicemia which is a blood infection. Irish law
states that abortion is legal if the woman's life is at risk,
but not if her health is at risk. Her life was evaluated
to be stable and thus they did not perform the
abortion; she ultimately died as a result.

At 4 p.m. there will be a ceremony
to honor the new members of the Fort
Hill Legacy Society by the dedication of
bronze leaves on the Fort Hill grounds.
This year leaves will be dedicated
to the late Robert H. Brooks and
the late Kenneth G. and Caroline
Barton Caughman.
The Fort Hill Legacy Society is
for the donors who include Clemson
University in their wills.
Because of this Clemson receives
$1 million or more from the
donor's estate.
"To me, Legacy Day is a chance
to look back and reflect on the spirit
of philanthropy that is so alive on
this campus even today. It is a great
event to learn about the history of our
university, have great fellowship with
friends and appreciate those individuals
like Thomas and Anna Clemson who
gave generously to 'leave their mark' and
legacy at Clemson. They, along with
the others that are recognized on Legacy
Day, are the reason why students can
experience this university as it is" today,"
Cox said.

Legacy Day will give students an opportunity to learn about Clemson's founding.

Health concerns about
Monster Energy Drinks

NEWS BLURBS
Twinkies are less durable than originally intended. Hostess
Brands declared Wednesday that the company will be
liquidated unless bakers from the company return to work
by the end of the week. The members of the bakers' union
claim wage cuts and pension losses as the main reasons
for their strike. The company closed bakeries in Seattle, St.
Louis and Cincinnati, cutting 627 jobs in total.

as current students, we should
appreciate the work put into founding
the university, which we now
benefit from," Madeleine Mayer, a
sophomore, said.
"I firmly believe that the past is
important to our future, and that itshould
be remembered and loved. Legacy Day
gives Clemson students the opportunity
to come together and celebrate what
makes us part of something much larger
than ourselves. We are a continuation
of Thomas Green Clemson's dream;
his legacy lives through us today. I
believe that should be celebrated now
and on into the future," Andy Taylor, a
sophomore, said.
During the event, a performance by
the Gospel Choir and a String Quartet
will display Thomas Green Clemson's
will, which started the university. There
will also be a scavenger hunt, yard
games, food and prizes. Thomas and
Anna Clemson will be attending the
event in character, and students will be
able to take pictures with them as well.
There will be giveaways, including free
long-sleeved t-shirts and koozies.

ADAM SALAMA
DAILY COLLEGIAN, PENN STATE
VIA

U.

UWIRE

Energy drinks are known for giving
a boost whenever needed, but they may
have some fatal side effects. Recendy,
Monster energy drinks have been linked
to five fatalities and one non-fatal heart
attack in teenagers, according to reports
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is
currendy investigating.
The FDA began investigating these
incidences after discovering a 14-year old
girl's death, supposedly due to the highly
caffeinated beverages. Anais Fournier,
from Riverside, Calif., died from cardiac
arrhythmia because of the caffeine toxicity
apparendy caused by drinking two 24-oz.
Monster's. The other cases reach back to
2004, and the FDA states these reports
do not absolutely determine Monster's
guilt in the aforementioned deaths or
injuries. Shelly Burgress, a spokesperson

for the FDA, said the organization takes
any report of death or injury seriously.
Penn State U. Research Technologist Dr.
Jacqueline Vernarelli, in the Food Sciences
department, said the energy drinks have a
lot of caffeine and the same health effects
as regular sodas.
"If you are drinking [Monster], rapid
heart rate may occur and cause constrictions
in the blood vessels," Vernarelli said.
"Because of these blood vessels constricting,
it makes it more difficult for the blood to
travel through [the] smaller space and
thereby causing the higher blood pressure."
Vernarelli said the effects of Monster are
comparable to something like coffee. She
said regular coffee ranges from roughly
90 to 130 milligrams of caffeine and drip
coffee around 120 to 175 milligrams.
One 24-oz. can of Monster contains 80
milligrams of caffeine per 8-oz. serving
and 240 milligrams for the entire can,
Vernarelli said. "Anyone that is sensitive
to caffeine needs to be responsible," she

said. "We just need to be more conscious
of what we are eating and drinking, and
too much of anything is not a good thing."
PSU sophomore Segun Muse said the girl's
passing is "terrible," and there should be an
investigation on the drink.
He said Monster does not do enough
to make its consumers better aware of the
health risks that come with their products.
However, he said it is up to the consumers
to research what they put into their bodies.
PSU senior Shae Madaus said ultimate
responsibility lies with parents. He said it
is the parent's responsibility to monitor
their young child. "People should become
more aware of the short term and long
term effects of drinking energy drinks," he
said. "The company needs to make better
disclaimers and, if anything, they should
just put an 8 percent sin tax on these
drinks likethey do cigarettes."
Read more here: http://www.
collegian.psu.edu/archive/2012/11 /09/
Energy_drinks_feature.aspx

NEWS

ANDY BROWN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

David Saville began playing baseball
at a young age, quickly becoming a crowd
favorite. He is an Eagle Scout and over
300 people attended his ceremony. He was
named the Homecoming King of Norcross
High School in 2008. He is the equipment
manager for the Clemson Tigers football
team. David Saville is 22-years-old and he
has Down Syndrome.
Born with Down Syndrome and two
holes in his heart, he underwent surgery
at the age of eleven months. He made it
through surgery and his parents knew he
was a fighter.
David has never been one to shy away
from the limelight. He began acting in
many productions within his high school's
theater program at Norcross High. His
cheerful demeanor was inspirational to
all, and he just kept on surprising with
his ambition. He became the manager
for the Norcross High football team,
which eventually went on to win a
championship during his time there. His
experience with football in high school was
overwhelmingly positive.
He joined the university and was
accepted into the ClemsonLIFE Program.
The program is a two-year venture that
incorporates functional mathematics,
functional
literature,
independent
living skills, communication skills and
employment skills in its curriculum. It has
received recognition from the National
Down Syndrome society and various
local newspapers and organizations for
its efforts in incorporating those with
intellectual disabilities.
The program commonly engages its
participants in employment opportunities
in and around Clemson, and David Saville
knew just where he wanted to work.
Taking from his experiences in high school,
David became the equipment manager for
the Clemson Tigers football team in 2012,
but his part on the team is much greater
than a mere employee.
David is a bright figure on the team
and his attitude is contagious in the
locker room. "Clemson Football is all
about Clemson and I love being a Tiger.
My favorite part is when I clean off the
helmets and when we're all healthy. I do
the laundry, clean the helmets, and tell the

players to get their uniforms," Saville said.
"I'm a ladies man too," Saville added.
Aside from laundry, he plays a large
role on game day. He comes out early
on Saturday and sets up the sideline
and the players' uniforms. He refills
the water and Gatorade for the players,
and after the game, he does a round
of laundry.
The team has not just taken David
in as a new employee; they treat him
as a brother in the Clemson family. DJ
Gordon, the Clemson Football Equipment
Assistant, has noticed the change in the
locker room atmosphere.
"He's a lot of fun to have around. If
you're having a bad day, the first thing he
does is cheer you up; he never has a bad
day. He's hilarious and his time here has
been a great experience for him but even
more important for the team as a whole,"
Gordon said.
The purpose of the ClemsonLIFE
program is to integrate students with
intellectual disabilities into a college
environment and prepare them for a
successful, independent life. When the
Clemson Football team hired him, they
hoped he would learn from the camaraderie
and friendship of the players. They did not
expect that they would be the ones getting
a life lesson.
"He taught me to not to take life so
seriously. I think we get caught up here
worrying too much, and our jobs are pretty
stressful. We're responsible for a lot of
people, and he comes in and he just smiles
and he's never upset, never mad, and never
angry. He never thinks less of a person for
something. He teaches you to be happy
and to let life be what it is," Gordon said.
David's confidence in Clemson
football does not waver. "This weekend
there's a game against NC State, but I can't
wait for the Gamecocks," Saville said.
David Saville s impart on the university
acts as a testament to the Clemson family,
and he will surely be missed. He is in his
final year in the ClemsonLIFE program
and will soon become a Clemson graduate.
His time here may be coming to an end,
but his impact on the football team and
the community as a whole will live on.
Students looking to volunteer with the
ClemsonLIFE can call the office in Godfrey
Hall or inquire about opportunities via
email at clemsonlife@demson.edu.
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David assists the coaching staff by helping players stay hydrated during the game.
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Tigra Scientifica: A Starving World and a Changing Planet
As the world population continues to expand, the availability of sustainablefood diminishes.
SHAB KHAN
STAFF WRITER

Currently, there are more than seven billion
individuals on this planet. If everyone in the
world lived like people in the United States
of America, we would need more than four
planets the size of Earth to support such a large
population. This is a threatening comparison
because our planet does not have enough
resources to support and sustain such a large
number of people. In the past 100 years, the
world's population has exponentially increased,
and with the higher number of individuals the
demand for food has drastically increased as
well. In the next 40 years there will be two
billion new mouths to feed, and if there is
not adequate food now, how will there be
enough then?
At any given time, 13 percent of people
in the world are starved and malnourished.
That is one out of every seven people, and
this number is rising. The main factors
contributing to such widespread numbers of
malnutrition are related to poverty, war and
most importantly, climate change. Many of
the malnourished are currently located in
areas of Asia Pacific, where sudden flooding
and landslides cause the destruction of land
and food that cannot be harvested.
In Africa, the droughts are so severe that
several crops cannot be grown successfully.
Thousands of children continue to go without
the essential nutrients'that their bodies need,
and as a consequence they become vulnerable
to childhood diseases and death.
These children are prone to vitamin A
deficiency, which can cause blindness and
death, an iron deficiency that can cause

BLOOD from page Al
schools help hospitals get through the
holiday season and it has been estimated
to have saved over 200,000 lives
since 1985.
Those who donate also get a free
T-shirt and coupons to various local
stores/restaurants.
"I'm healthy, have blood and it
won't really hurt me. Since it could
really help others, I almost feel as if
it's my obligation to donate," Charlie
Maikus, student, said.
The Blood Bowl takes the passion
of the Clemson-USC rivalry and puts

New technologies may be able to reduce hunger in poorer parts of the world by creating sustainable crops.
anemia or an iodine deficiency that cause
mental retardation and stillbirths. These are
serious global issues affecting individuals
because of the lack of proper nutrition. Many
agencies and governments have tried to solve
this problem by producing greater quantities
of food, however, this may not be a viable
option either. The best option would be to
have reliable crops growing and harvested,
despite difficult events such as floods or
droughts. There needs to be crops that can
produce healthy foods, which will include the
important nutrients that may not be available
in certain parts of the world.
By the 1980s, for the first time, researchers
had formulated technology that produced
an antibiotic-resistant tobacco plant by
transferring DNA from different organisms.

it towards a cause. "Spending a few
minutes and parting with a little blood
is more than worth it when it could
save lives," John Hutson said.
From Nov. 12th until 16th,
students will be able to donate at
various locations around campus from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. The two main
locations are in the Hendrix Student
Center and the Palmetto Ballroom in
the Union.
There are also five mobile
donation
busses
near
Cooper
Library, Fike Recreation Center,
Brackett Hall, Vickery Hall and
Edwards Hall.

This brought the world the first Genetically
Modified Food (GMF). GMFs are not a new
or rare thing, and in fact, as of 2010, about 95
percent of soybeans, 86 percent of corn and 93
percent of canola were all GMF in the USA.
This technology has helped businesses that
invest in the food industry, creating reliable
crops that will ripe at certain times, grow to
a particular size, have sweet flavorful tastes,
along with the ability to deliver the essential
amino acids to areas where its most needed.
There has been a lot of controversy concerning
these foods that are modified because most
people think of them as laboratory foods that
threatens one's health.
However, in most cases, that is not true.
Selective breeding, which is usually done with
animals and plants, is a form of genetically

modified engineering. For GMFs, the DNA of
healthy and able-bodied crops that can survive
harsh weather is incorporated into local foods.
This allows the newly yielded crops to have
the desirable properties.
Unfortunately, this technology has not
latched onto other nations like it has in the
western part of the world. We need to get this
technology to people in other countries to
help eradicate hunger and start preparing for
the increasing number of people in the world.
The land needed to produce healthy foods
is decreasing and our earth is changing its
climate, so we need to have crops that will
be able to accommodate to those changes.
GMF is one answer that can innovate the way
we eat and create enough food for the next
generations to come.

He'll have you texting in no time.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
Just Outside of Campus on Hwy. 93,
Next to Gold's Gym!
Hand pain or injury slowing you down?
WE'VE ADDED HAND THERAPY IN CLEMSON!!

Nelson Vazquez, OTR/L, CHT
Certified Hand Therapist

• Orthopaedic and Traumatic Hand Injuries and Pain
• Post-Surgical Conditions of the Wrist and Hand (i.e. Carpal Tunnel)
• Tendonitis of the wrist and elbow (i.e. Tennis Elbow, Golfer's
Elbow, Dequervain's Tendonitis)
(
• Arthritis Pain
• Degloving Injuries and Burns
• Custom Splinting

Is knee or joint pain keeping you from staying active?
We also specialize in running, sports performance enhancement,
& treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains, Joint Sprains, Sports Injuries
• Back & Neck Pain
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
Hip Pain/Instability
Students, faculty and community members are working hard to save lives.

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Physical Therapist/Director

Hwy.?3 864•722•6037
www.csmr.org
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SAY
WHAT?
CLEMSON TWEETS
AUSTIN PEN0ER8IST ©APTHIRTEEN - NOV. 14

HAPPY 174TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY MR. AND
MRS. THOMAS GREEN CLEMSON APPARENTLY?
flLIBRARYBRIDGEWEDDING
CHRISTOPHER COATS ©CHRISTOPEHCOATS - NOV. 14

YES I'M A JUNIOR AND I JUST PULLED A COMPLETE
FRESHMAN MOVE. I HAD TO ASK A LIBRARIAN HOW TO
FIND AND CHECK OUT A BOOK IN COOPER. #NOSHAME
BRENNA DICKSON ©BRENNAED - NOV. 14

THE YEAR OF "LASTS" CONTINUES TOMORROW... MY
LAST TIME WAKING UP AT THE CRACK DAWN TO STAND
IN LINE FOR TICKETS #GONNAMISSIT #CLEMSON
LEAH MCCQRMICK @LEAHSM0C - NOV. 12

I DON'T CARE HOW CONFUSING THE WEATHER IS;
SHORTS AND UGGS IS A NO NO! ffCLEMSONPROBS
KATHER1NE PETERS ©KPTHETREE - NOV. 14

ATO WITH THE CHRISTMAS MUSIC ON LIBRARY BRIDGE >
#DOINGITRIGHT
HANNA EVANS @HANNAEVANS10 - NOV. 13

ANNA AND THOMAS GREEN CLEMSON WALKING ACROSS
CAMPUS #WATCHOUT
RYAN BARKER @BARKERRYAN94 - NOV. 14

DONATED BLOOD AND SAVED THREE LIVES, I EXPECT
THANK YOU CARDS FROM WHOEVER USES MY BLOOD
#BLOODDRIVE ffCLEMSON
THE TIGER SPORTS ©THETIGERSPORTS - NOV. 12

NOVEMBER 24TH WILL MAKE OR BREAK THE
PERCEPTION OF THE ACC THIS YEAR: UGA VS. GT AT
NOON, FLORIDA @ FSU AT 3.30, AND SCAR. @ CLEMSON
AT 7.
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McAdams Hall is
a building of change
Originally built in 1950 and named after alumni William McAdams.
JARED MAUCH
STAFF WRITER

Named after William N. McAdams,
a Clemson University alumnus and
professor of agriculture engineering
from 1939 until 1959, McAdams
Hall is located between the Hendrix
Student Center and the Cooper
Library on campus.
It is home to the School of
Computing and School of Agricultural
Forest
and
Environmental
Sciences. The original building was
completed in 1950 with renovations
and additions were made to the
facility in 1976 and most recently
in 2004.
"What
was
originally
the
Department of Computer Science
moved to McAdams Hall in 2004.
As a part of that move, a three-story
addition was made to the building
as well as extensive renovations to
sections of the original building. The
Department of Computer Science
occupied the three-story annex and
parts of the renovated space in the
original building," Associate Professor
for the School of Computing, Dr.
Wayne Madison, said.
Just like the building itself,
the School of Computing has
gone through some changes of its
own. "In 2007 the Department of
Computer Science was reorganized
into the School of Computing,
with the three divisions Computer
Science, Visual Computing and

JUST LAYING IN BED, LOOKING OUT MY WINDOW AND
THEN I SEE PRESIDENT BARKER PLAYING WITH HIS 3
DOGS OUTSIDE SMITH HALL #DAYMADE
CALLIE HAHN ©CALLIEHAHNDRD - NOV. 12

UNDER THE SEA PLAYING ON TILLMAN. WORDS CAN'T
DESCRIBE HOW MUCH I LOVE CLEMSON.
LYLE@L_CRACKEH12-ffllV.l4

SITTING OUTSIDE IN THE COLD FOR CAROLINA-CLEMSON
TICKETS ffTHESTRUGGLE

Human Centered Computing," Dr.
Madison said. The Digital Production
Arts (DPA) program is a part of
the Division of Visual Computing
and is also housed with studios in
McAdams Hall.
Currently,
the
School
of
Computing has approximately 350
undergraduates and 150 graduate
students. It has three undergraduate
degree programs and four graduate
degree programs.
The School of Agricultural, Forest
and Environmental Sciences brings
together a variety of studies focused
on sustainability. The school has eight
undergraduate majors, ranging from

Agriculture Education to Turfgrass
Management. The school also offers
a number of Masters, Professional
Masters and Ph.D. degrees to
graduate students.
While the School of Agricultural,
Forest and Environmental Sciences
have resources such as the Greenhouse
Complex and Experimental Forest,
the School of Computing has labs
that allow for further learning.
"We have computer labs that
support our introductory courses,
numerous research labs and the
studios that support the Digital
Production Arts program," Dr.
Madison said.

Students have the opportunity to donate cash to Belize education.
JULIA TURNER

ERICA MARQUARD @EMMARQUARD - NOV. 14

JULIA ABRAHAM ©ULJABRAHAM - NOV. 11

Most recently, McAdams was renovated in 2004.

Creative Inquiry develops
$60 scholarship
COPY EDITOR

"RED SOLO CUP. TFM. RED STARBUCKS HOLIDAY CUP.
TSM" #TRUTH
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Every year students spend
hundreds of dollars on textbooks and
at the end of the year, the textbooks
are sold back to the local bookstores
for about one tenth of the price.
This year the money left over from
textbook buy-backs can be used for
the $60 Scholarships.
The $60 Scholarships are a new
social enterprise that was formed
this fall at Clemson. The mission
behind $60 Scholarships is to
create an opportunity for education
through an academic community —
Clemson University.
The $60 Scholarships work with
the Unity School System in order
to help impoverished children from
Belize obtain an education.
The $60 donated to every child
would not only pay for an entire
year's tuition but also their books
and uniform as well.
In response to a business writing
assignment, the original idea for this
organization came from Clemson

student, Will Sturgis. Sturgis, one of
the founders of the organization, was
inspired by the idea, partially due
to his past humanitarian work with
Unity School System.
Sturgis volunteered by building
the local school for "The Burial
Grounds," a notoriously poor
Belizean community located on
the outskirts of Belize City. After
helping
and
befriending
the
locals, Sturgis realized how easy
it would be to greatly improve
their lives.
"After I realized how inexpensive
it was to put a Belizean child through
school, I sat back and thought about
all the things I waste my money
on. Did I really need to buy that
bottle of water, or could I have
brought it from home? We live in
such a prosperous society that we
can afford to give to people who have
fewer opportunities than we do,"
Sturgis said. With this in mind,
Sturgis
approached
Dr.
Sean
Williams, chairman of the Clemson
English department. Dr. Williams,
Sturgis's
professor,
took hold

of his student's idea and helped
grow it into the organization
it is today. With Sturgis's help,
Williams created a senior seminar
specifically
for
implementing
$60 Scholarships.
The social enterprise officially
launched Nov. 1. Becky Williams, one
of the $60 Scholarships co-founders,
said " ... it's been a compilation of
lots of hard work, dedication and the
efforts of many."
The organization will be working
closely with Barnes and Noble this
year as students begin to sell back
their textbooks the last few weeks of
the semester.
As students receive their sum,
they will have the option to donate
the cash to "shanties" — small
houses made of materials people in
the Burial Grounds typically use to
make homes.
These donation centers will
be manned by students within the
bookstore, on Library Bridge and in
Edgar Allen Brown Union Square.
This collection will take place from
December 3rd through 17th.
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Solid Green Campaign
focuses on anti-littering
Fifth annual initiative works to promote campus going green.
ANDY BROWN
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The Solid Green campaign has
made its presence known at Clemson
over the past few years by supporting
anti-littering policies and conservation
efforts. On Wednesday, Nov. 14 Solid
Green continued their yearly event in
efforts to clean up from Homecoming
festivities through the fifth Annual
Solid Green Day.
The Solid Green Campaign
was officially started during the
Clemson Welcome Back Festival on
Aug. 2, 2006. At the point of its
inauguration, Solid Green was the
first anti-litter program campaign of
its type at any college or university in
South Carolina.
Dave VanDeventer serves as the
Chair for the Solid Green Campaign
at Clemson and runs Solid Green Day
and other events. "Originally Solid
Green was an Anti-Litter campaign.
Over the last few years Solid Green
has continued that focus at each Solid
Green Day which is normally on the
Wednesday following Homecoming
weekend. It is part of an overall effort
for faculty, staff, and students to help
and do their part in to help us pick
up trash left over from the weekend,"
VanDeventer said.
This year's Solid Green Day
featured the new motto: "Keep it
Solid Green, Clemson!" Volunteers
were sent around campus to pick up
the remnants of the Homecoming
celebrations. The volunteers were
heavily focused on tailgating areas and
their trash was sorted for volunteering.
The first 400 volunteers from
the event received a Solid Green
shirt for their effort and even the
shirt was a conservation effort. "The
Solid Green Shirt is made from green
plastic bottles that have been recycled

as well as other renewable resources.
Solid Green Committee wishes to
thank the Alcoa Foundation and
Earthspun Apparel for their support,"
VanDeventer said.
The Solid Green Campaign
featured various slogans in past
years, but recently adopted the Solid
Green logo that adorns various places
around campus.
"The first time I heard of Solid
Green ended up being a constant
reminder. All the light switches in my
dorm feature the Solid Green logo. I
eventually started seeing the logo in
classrooms and recycling dumpsters
around campus," Charlie Morgan,
sophomore, said.
The light switch logo might be
the most recognizable advertising that
Solid Green has done on campus,
which is no coincidence. The very
purpose of Solid Green is to remind
students how easy it is to reduce,
reuse and recycle, and simple things
like recycling rather than throwing

away things and turning off the lights
makes a large difference.
Clemson students that volunteered
for Solid Green Day in the past
often participate again and the growth
of the organization is noticeable.
"I have seen many recycling cans
around campus and students making
a concerted effort to pick up trash on
the ground. Last year, I volunteered
to pick up trash around campus and
other students provided a garbage bag
and place to put the trash when I was
finished. I see the same this year, and
it's nice everyone is doing their part,"
Jack Spitz, junior, said.
The Solid Green message is
not contained within the Clemson
Campus; the city of Clemson
partnered with the program to
make the message of sustainability a
citywide effort. To learn more about
the Solid Green Campaign and how
students can volunteer on a regular
basis, visit the Solid Green page on
the Clemson website.

MAGAZINE from page Al
Jennifer Cole presented a trophy
to President Jim Barker, Athletic
Director Terry Don Phillips
and Future Athletic Director,
Dan Radakovich.
"Certain schools are known
for their over the top style... but
I think when we were looking
at selecting Clemson, one of
the things that stood out were
the fact that you all have your own
cheese, the running down the hill
into the stadium. Anything that
we found a school had to offer that
was unique. Every school has a
spirited fan base, but everyone had
to go a bit above and beyond,"
Barrett said.
Over 510,000 votes were cast
to name Clemson "The South's
Best Tailgate," competing against
20 other "Top Tailgating Schools"
designated by Southern Living.
"Ole Miss and Clemson were
neck and neck right up until the
end. I think a lot of it had to do
with your social media push. With
Facebook and Twitter, and votes
counting twice on Saturday's, the
rally vote days, that massive push at
the end really pushed Clemson over
the edge," Cole said.
They named the "Top 5
Favorite Clemson Traditions" first
as "Clemson Rocks," referring to
rubbing Howard's Rock as the
players run down the hill.
Second was "Tailgating is
more than a pregame festivity,"
mentioning the reentry policy
Clemson has allowing fans to exit
and reenter the stadium during
the game.
"The fact that there are passouts at half-time so the tailgating
continues even into the game is
pretty fantastic. We saw a fire
lane, but because of the assigned

numbered spots for the tailgating,
a number was painted on the lane.
I love that tailgating is taken so
seriously that it is above the fire
lane," Cole said.
Third was "They have their
own currency. Sort of," referring
to the $2 bills stamped with a
tiger paw.
Fourth was "They're cheese - in
a good way," discussing our locally
cured blue cheese.
Fifth rounded out with "You
can't rag on their fight song,"
mentioning "Tiger Rag" and its
jazz ancestry.
With
Clemson
football
beginning in 1896, traditions
have developed over the years
for the community and alumni.
"There is nothing more fun than
seeing my daughter and all of her
college friends every Saturday at
the tailgate. Our family began the
tailgating tradition even before the
kids were born. To watch them
grow up enjoying the tigers and
then becoming students is my pride
and joy," Cindy Lowery, class of
'86, said.
"Everything we have witnessed
has been so organized, from the
traffic to the fans getting around.
I feel like you can see how that
was applied to really rallying your
student base and were on top of
everything and no one else had it
together quite like the Clemson
fans," Barrett said.
"The fact that even the waffle
maker at the Martin Inn had a
paw print. As soon as your day
your starts, you see Clemson
represented," Barrett said.
There are plans to continue
the competition next year.
For
more information, visit http://
thedailysouth.southernliving.
com/2012/10/15/souths-besttailgate-clemson/.

Tina Rossi cleans up the tailgating areas after homecoming weekend.

President James Barker holds up the trophy for the crowd to see
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"The Spirit of '89" comes alive.
Second largest student run pep rally, Tigerama, kicked off homecoming weekend Friday, Nov. 9.
KRISTIN BENDER
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, Nov. 9, alunini, students
and community members gathered
in Littlejohn Coliseum to celebrate the
Clemson Homecoming and university
tradition of Tigerama. Second only to
the University of Florida's "Gator Growl,"
Tigerama is one of the largest studentrun pep rallies in the nation. For over 50
years, Clemson's Blue Key Honor Society
has planned, promoted, organized and
delivered the production.
Grace Clayton, director of Tigerama,
along with several Blue Key members,
decided this year's theme, "The Spirit
of '89." "The theme is celebrating the
traditions here at Clemson from our
founding days in 1889," Clayton said.
This cherishing tradition is integral
to Blue Key's involvement with Tigerama,
whose inaugural performance of the
annual event was in Nov. 1957.
"We had great help from sponsors and
partners, but I'm still in awe as I reflect on
the event, realizing that every little thing
was in some way created or coordinated by
someone in Blue Key," Nicholas Baulch, a

new member of Blue Key, said.
The proceeds from each Tigerama
ticket sale contributed to the "Tigerama
Scholarship Fund." "On Thursday
afternoon, I believe we sold about 40
tickets in a matter of 15 minutes,"
Baulch said.
The fund, which celebrates academic
excellence, provides $1,000 annual
scholarships for one Clemson University
student in each academic college who
demonstrates the highest scholarly
achievement and leadership within
the community.
"I remember Tigerama being really
fun. I am excited to be here again and hope
that there are there still fireworks," Laura
Koning, a 1979 graduate, said on her way
into the show.
Over an hour before the show, a
pre-event was held on the lawn of the
Coliseum. The main show this year was
a sampling of talent from across campus.
Clemson alumni Tribble Reese and
Miss SC AM Rodgers narrated the night's
order of events, which was perforated with
a multitude of Clemson Cadence Counts.
Musical performances included Clemson's
Gospel Choir, Tigerband and TigerRoar.
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Katie Barnes, representing Zeta Tau Alpha, was crowned Homecoming Queen

Dance performances included both the
Rally Cats and Clemson Cheerleaders.
The football team and Coach Dabo
Swinney appeared, while select members
of the football team performed a skit,
centering on the importance of the football
players knowing our Alma Mater. In the
skit, the boys pledged to learn the words,
while in the meantime, offering to chant
another rap song in its stead.
Later in the evening, the sisters of
Alpha Delta Pi and the brothers of Alpha
Sigma Pi performed a skit emphasizing
some of the greatest traditions of the
university, including the $2 bill tradition
and rubbing Howard's Rock on game day.
Appearances were also
made
by President and Mrs. Barker and the
Athletic Director and Mrs. Terry
Don Phillips.
Leon J. (Bill Hendrix) Jr., lifetime
member of the Board of Trustees, was
presented with the Distinguished
Alumni Award.
The Homecoming Court was also
crowded during the event. The Top 10
out of the 18 participants from the Ms.
Homecoming Pageant were introduced,
along with their male escorts. The top five
were announced, who were based on the
student body's votes over the past week.
Ms. Katie Barnes of Zeta Tau Alpha was
crowned Homecoming Queen.
Recent years have garnered around
6,000 to 7,000 people.
"My favorite part is knowing that I'm
part of a wonderful Clemson tradition,
[and] the realization that I have had a hand
in creating something that is so meaningful
to the Clemson family is a tremendous
honor and humbling for myself,"
Clayton said.
"I would sum up Tigerama in one
word: celebration. It's a celebration for
Clemson — its students, its alumni, its
community. It's a celebration for our
football team. It's a celebration of hard
work and of family. It's a time for us to
sit back, smile and watch the fireworks,"
Baulch said.
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President James Barker leads Tigerama in the cadence count.

STARTS FRI 8/31
Dabo Swinney gives a pep talk to the crowd after members of the football team performed their skit.
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Supreme Court may
restrict access to
cheaper textbooks

NC STATE UNIVERSITY 125
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ENGINEERING

MOLLY SCHULSON
BROWN DAILY HERALD, BROWN
VIA

Master of Science
in Electric Power
Systems Engineering
MASTERING THE SMART GRID
IN A TEN MONTH PROGRAM

Job Opportunities
Electric power utilities
Equipment Suppliers
Application Software Developers
Smart Grid technologies
Renewable energy
Consulting
Telecommunications
Engineering and Design firms
National Laboratories
Standards organizations

FELLOWSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2013 RANGING FROM $6,000 TO $10,000
FOR FULL TIME STUDENTS
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The Supreme Court heard arguments
for the case Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley and
Sons, which centers on the issue of whether
international copyrighted works can be bought
and sold in the United States without the
owner's consent, last Monday. Depending on
the decision the court reaches, students may no
longer be able to resell international editions of
their textbooks.
In 1997, Supap Kirtsaeng came to
the United States from Thailand to study
mathematics. In order to pay for his tuition, he
sold textbooks, some of which were published
by Wiley, on eBay. Kirtsaeng had obtained the
textbooks from Thailand, where his family had
bought them and shipped them to the United
States. Kirtsaeng collected between $900,000
and $1.2 million in revenue, according to
court documents.
Wiley sued Kirtsaeng in 2008 and won
the copyright infringement lawsuit. After
Kirtsaeng's appeal to the Second Circuit, the
case landed in front of the Supreme Court.
Under the first sale doctrine, individuals can
sell copyrighted works "lawfully made under"
U.S. copyright law without the copyright
owner's permission.
But a separate provision prohibits
copyrighted works from being imported into
the United States "without the authority of the
owner of copyright."
Justices in a similar case in 2010, Costco
Wholesale Corp. v. Omega S.A., could not
answer the question of whether copyright
laws in the United States applied to items
manufactured overseas after the vote was
split 4-4.
International editions of textbooks are
often cheaper than American editions due to
differences in the countries' economies.
"I sometimes get international versions
(of textbooks) because they're cheaper," wrote
Nihaal Mehta '14 in an email to The Herald.

Most of Mehta's international purchases were !
for introductory courses, such as CHEM 0330:
"Equilibrium, Rate and Structure" and ECON
0110: "Principles of Economics."
International editions often have "the same
material as American editions but differently
numbered problems.
"I think the questions in the back of the
chapters might have been different, so some
students might have done the wrong homework
a few times," wrote Rachel Friedberg, senior
lecturer in the economics department, in an
email to The Herald. Friedberg said some
of her students have purchased international
textbooks in the past.
Alex Swanson '16 saved about $150 buying
an international textbook for chemistry, but she
did not realize that the problem numbers would
be different.
"I think I'll try to sell it to my friend,
but probably not for profit since the question
numbers aren't even right," she said.
Online businesses such as eBay or Amazon
often obtain products manufactured outside
of the United States and sell them for a lower
price, and the Supreme Court's decision may
threaten their sales.
The Brown Bookstore is not allowed
to buy international editions of textbooks
through its buyback program. "We do see a
few international editions come through, but^
we're not allowed, by law, to buy them back. I
don't offer any price," said Mike McDade, the
bookstore's textbook department manager.
Steven Souza, director of the Brown
Bookstore, said the Supreme Court's decision
will not affect the business. The number
of students who buy international editions
and also frequent the bookstore "is very
limited," he said.
The case could also affect the sale of foreign
movies, books and music.
The Supreme Court will make its final
decision by June.
Read
more
here:
http://www.
browndailyherald.com/supreme-court-mayrestrict-access-to-cheaper-textbooks-1.2791171

• Fifty percent of the engineering workforce
will be eligible to retire by 2015 creating a
critical need for a trained and skilled
workforce. (Center for Energy Workforce
Development, 2009; IEEE Power and Energy Society,
2009, and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010)

MS-EPSE is designed to
educate the new power
engineering workforce
which is in high demand
For more information:
Education Program Manager
Pam Carpenter, Ph.D.
pam_carpenter a ncsu.edu

Education Director
Dr. Mesut Baran
baranancsu.edu

www.ece.ncsu.edu/graduate/msepse OR www.freedm.ncsu.edu/index php?s=5&p=359

Textbooks cost students hundreds of dollars each semester.
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Designing warming blankets for Tanzania
Creative Inquiry works to improve medical technology for Tanzania with supplies locals have on hand.
HANNAH CLEVELAND
COPY EDITOR

One of the Creative Inquiry teams
at Clemson has been working to
improve the medical technology for
less advanced countries. The group's
goal is to find ways for developing
countries to manufacture their own
medical equipment without having
to depend on other countries for
materials, which can be difficult for
some countries because they might
not have many resources available
to them.
The project is currently working
toward the medical field in Tanzania.
Students and faculty have visited
Tanzania multiple times to experience
first hand how they can help improve
the medical equipment. "We go over
there and see how they are doing
things, how they can make their
own products and see how we can
assist them," Dr. John Desjardins, an
instructor for the Creative Inquiry
team, said.
By visiting Tanzania, the team
has been able to understand more
about the lack of appropriate medical
resources, allowing them to come up.
with solutions by using resources
that can be found in the area. "If
they can make it over there, that's the
goal," Desjardins said.
"We would go into the hospital
[in Tanzania] every day, into the
engineering
department
and
we would sift through these old
medical records, and we probably

went through a little over 1500 over
the six weeks that we were there
doing the research and we would
translate the records from Swahili
and then we would identify what the
cause of the device failure was and
then we would catalog it," Matthew
Kofoed, a student who traveled to
Tanzania, said.
The Creative Inquiry team is
currently working on four different
devices: infant warming blankets,
grass-woven neck braces, diabetes
meters with ink-jet printed test strips
and real-time blood loss monitors.
Each of these devices is being
tested and revised before being
implemented
in
Tanzanian
medical centers.
The infant warming blanket is
the furthest along, and the team is
preparing to train people in Tanzania
to make the blankets, in order to
reduce reliance on outside sources
for production.
Traveling abroad opened new
creative avenues. "It was also really
excellent from a Creative Inquiry
standpoint to get to kind of really
assess the need first hand because
it's one thing to look at a lists of
problems that the developing world
is facing here when you're sitting in
a classroom with a computer, it's an
entirely other thing to walk in a clinic
and see that they actually don't have
any way to measure blood pressure
because they don't have any devices
to do that. And it really opens your
eyes to some more creative solutions

639-6056
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Andrea Dicks, a senior bioenginering major, works with an infant warming blanket.
to some of the things that they
need," Kofead said.
The grass-woven neck braces are
a project that was initiated while the
students were in Tanzania.
An area of Tanzania called
Haydom does not get medical
supplies on time, and people often
make do with the resources they

127318 Mile Road* Central
(Across the street from Walmart)

have. Women decided to use basketwoven grass to make neck braces for
people with neck injuries.
"Not only are these collars cheaper
to produce than the standard collars,
but they can also be customized for
patient size if need be. In addition,
by making these types of cervical
collars, the women in Haydom earn
income to support their family,"
Dr. Delphine Dean, another team
instructor, said.
The students on the team are
currently performing tests to improve
the durability of the braces.
"They hope to report their
findings back to Haydom in the
spring to help further improve the
use of these alternative collars,"
Dean said.
They are also working on
the speed of repairing medical
equipment. Six students from the
Creative Inquiry team spent six
weeks in Tanzania this past summer,
so they could assess how long it took
repairs to be completed.
The students are currently
looking at how long it takes medical
equipment to be repaired in South
Carolina, to make comparisons to

the results they found this summer,
"Our goal is to bring this data back
to Tanzania to help the government
and .hospitals improve their medical
infrastructure
and
technical
capabilities," Dean said.
By participating in this Creative
Inquiry, both the students and faculty
reap huge rewards. "Personally, I
think
these
experiences
have
really helped me to look at all my
research projects with a more global
perspective. In addition, some of
the ideas we have had when visiting
Tanzania can be turned around to
make great medical devices for this
country. It's not just a one way
street," Dean said.
"This is all design-based, so
basically I've gotten a lot of design
experience and I've realized that
I really like the design process
whether it be actually doing the
designs or maybe overseeing the
design process.
It's given me a
lot of insight into what I would
actually do and the fact that I like
it, which is good to know before you
actually go into the field," President
of Engineering World Health, Colin
Burns-Heffner, said.

Student Special
14 Point
Oil Change
TOUCH FREE
CAR WASH
'AILAB1
Students also practice making repairs to medical equipment.
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The four-year graduation plan
Don't stress it.
Day after day, students at Clemson University
and other colleges can be heard saying, "I need
to take these certain classes at this certain time
in order to graduate on time!" No matter what
your major is, all college students stress about
graduation. Yes, it's very stressful trying to
register for classes and getting everything lined
up just right, as we all know, but what exactly
does "on time" refer to regarding the time of
graduation? This phrase can differ for any given
college student, as all students have varying
plans for post-graduation. Some students plan
to go to graduate school or start internships,
while others plan to plunge straight into the
workforce. While the norm for college students
has typically been the four-year graduation plan,
more students are starting to spread out their
time in college in order to have a more fulfilling
experience. The truth is, there are many reasons
why students may not graduate in four years, but
it's really nothing to worry about.
There are many reasons why the four-year
graduation plan has seemed more practical
throughout the years. Obviously, the money
factor plays a huge part in the time students
spend in college. The longer you are in college,

the more money you spend; simple as that. So
unless you have a full-ride scholarship, it makes
sense to try to spend the least amount of money
as possible. If you can spend less money paying
for college, you are more likely to stay out of debt
and have less loan money to pay back once you
graduate. Clemson advertises a six-year degree,
but scholarships only last four years. This could
definitely cause a problem for students that
might need to spread out their time at college.
Students that plan to go to graduate school
or start internships in order to launch their
career might also be more interested in the
four-year plan. The sooner a student gets a
job, the sooner they start making money and
can pay off their debts or loans. Do you see a
central theme here? Money. Although money
is a very influential factor to the decisions of all
Americans, students are beginning to spread out
their time at college and realize the benefits of
maximizing their college experience.
Many college students are starting to venture
away from the four-year graduation plan for
a variety of reasons. Why you ask? Well, one
reason is so that they can spread out their hard
classes throughout different semesters. What is

the point in graduating in four years if you are
taking all of your more difficult classes at once
and making bad grades? This definitely won't
look good to future employers when you are
interviewing for a position at their company.
While the "fifth lap" or "second freshman
year" is a common joke referring to a five year
graduation plan as a teflection of a student's
laziness, does it really look bad to employers
if you have taken hard classes throughout five
years and have made better grades? The answer
is no. It is definitely better to take your time in

Is it better to stay more than four years
to complete a bachelors degree, or to
cram everything into four years? Why?

Estefania Arevalo
"More than four
years for better
grades and GPA
is much better!
Besides, college
years are the best,
why rush it?"

this case.
Another reason to spread out your time at
college is the stress level related with cramming
too many credit hours into one semester. You
can only do so much, and, contrary to popular
belief you can't survive off of three hours of
sleep a night and five cups of coffee a day forever.
You will crash, and you will most likely make
bad grades. It is a proven fact that excess stress
results in lack of mental ability and loss of brain
cells. Don't do that to yourself; spread out your
classes, lower your stress level and enjoy college.
For students that are double majoring, it is even
more important to make sure that they can handle
the course load since they will be taking more
classes overall. This can also be accomplished
by spreading out credit hours throughout
different semesters or by taking summer classes.
Remember that while it is extremely important
that you complete college with a good GPA,
it is also important to go through college in a
personally healthy and fulfilling manner. To
get a job after graduation, you'll need to be
well rounded; it takes more than a high GPA,
so emerge yourself in other experiences and get
involved with other activities.
College is more than just school and
studying. You want to enjoy your time. If
you are not happy with what you are doing,
then what is the point of being successful in
school? There are many other activities that you
can be involved with such as clubs, athletics,
philanthropic groups, the newspaper, Greek
Life, etc. There is truly something to get involved
in at Clemson University for any interest that a

Bobby Hass
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"I think staying for
four years is a better
idea so that there is
no need in having
to cram material
and classes together.
Also, more time to
relax and socialize."
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Victor Quintero
"It would be better
to stay for more than
four years to get a
bachelors because I
think that cramming
can hurt your social
life and your college
experience."

student may have.
So while the four-year plan might have
seemed more practical back in the day, there are
countless reasons why spreading out the college
experience is beneficial to students. Take the
time to figure out what you want to do with your
life, and be less stressed doing it. As the saying
goes, "If you enjoy what you do, you will never

Russell Pace

work a day in your life."
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

Subscriptions are available by mail for $35/semester or $60/year. Send your name, address and phone number with a check
payable to Clemson University to: The Tiger - Circulation Department, 315 Hendrix Student Center, Clemson University, Clemson,
SC

29633-1586, Perspectives expressed by individual members of The Tiger,-guest columnists and. Speak Out subjects do no*
necessarily reflect the opinions of The Tiger as a whole, its staff members or Ciemson University.

"Ideally, five years
would be much
better than four.
There's more to
college than just
classes."

1 1

"You should stay
longer depending on
your major. If you
plan on going to
grad school then
finish in four years,
but if you don't plan
on going to grad
school you should
take your time."

Want to share your opinion? Just
select the QR code with your
smartphone or QR code reader
app to take you to The Tiger
Opinions' Facebook page. Type
your thoughts on the issue this
week and view others' comments.
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The Drinking Age
BENJAMIN CHILDES

Columnist

SAMUEL WILKES

Columnist

My first year on campus has
been spent asking questions
and receiving answers — a
giant, real-life game of Q and A. C'mon,
with topics ranging from classes to
school policies that are fired off rapidly,
you can't help but expect the new students
to have a few unanswered questions. The
question that I have heard quite often and
intrigues me the most is one my curious
freshmen companions ask, "Why does
Clemson force us to take this specific set
of classes? They obviously have nothing
to do with our majors." Coincidentally,
this question is most often followed by
the statement, "This is just a waste of
our time and money; we won't use what
we're learning here in the real world."
This presents a legitimately complicated
conundrum that deserves a legitimately
thought out answer.
Well guys, lucky for you, I've found
a few unconsidered points that can easily
answer the question and also dispel any
disbelief or concern in your academic
career here at Clemson University.
General
Education
classes,
affectionately called gen-eds at Clemson
are used as tools, equipping students
with valuable 21st century skills
they will be expected to know upon
graduating and entering graduate and
professional schools or the workforce.
The presence of certain "need-to-know"
classes on your transcript not only
profusely boosts the credentials on your
resume, but also determines the overall
structure of your college career.
A concrete
general
education
curriculum allows students who are
undecided or on the borderline of
changing majors to fulfill hours that
go directly toward the completion of
their college degree without the trouble
of being locked into a specific course
load or rendering earned hours invalid,
if one decides to change his or her
major. It also allows students to spend
time
attending
enjoyable
courses
that they could have overlooked
and not considered and courses that
might
ultimately
influence
their
future endeavors.

Do you perchance want to partake
occasionally in a subject that you enjoy
but don't want to be pressured and forced
into changing your major or minor?
Bam! It's okay. It's completely allowed,
and it won't negatively affect your college
experience; in fact, it could actually help.
Clemson courses such as art appreciation,
theater and math are all credible subjects
that address current passions and can
unlock future potential. Clemson makes
them available, ensuring each student the
equal chance at a bright and productive
career after their four years have passed
while still sustaining an unpatrolled
air of fun and freedom as those four
years tick away.
For example, when I first walked on
campus for orientation I was sure that
biology was "my thing." I mean seriously.
I killed it in high school, but when the
time for registration rolled around, I
somehow discovered myself combating
the fact that perhaps it wasn't the right
thing for me. I want to do what makes
me happy — success always follows
happiness. I happened to find happiness
in the English language through my
English 103 class (a general education
of course), and I decided to switch; I
haven't looked back since (I love my
department). Had it not been for the
university's broad curriculum, allowing
my current courses to be applied to my
new major, I could have been trapped and
forced into spending a few extra years and
dollars stewing in a pot of unhappiness
to get a degree that I discovered I did not
wish to have.
It eventually all breaks down to
this: your college, Clemson University
wants to be your alma mater, and they
are completely invested in helping
you get there. Once you are enrolled
you join a proud and historical
family that gives you an unlimited
number of opportunities to thrive.
The general education curriculum was not
assigned as busy work or a unique form of
cruel and unusual punishment. Instead as
a key provided to unlock our prosperous
future, we will never be anywhere close
to underprepared because we have been
instilled with a reservoir of beneficial
knowledge todrawfrom,whenever wemay
deem it necessary.
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Laws that are not respected
are generally not obeyed.
People who are confined by
these laws usually find ways to avoid
them. Regulations make criminals
and rebels out of those who are
not economically or socially worth
pursuing in the first place.
It is a well-known fact that
consuming copious amounts of
alcohol results in impaired judgment
and a general lack of inhibition, and
poor decision-making can lead to
terrible tragedies that no one should
be a part of. In order to avoid this,
our country has set a minimum
drinking age, so that there is time for
young adults in America to acquire
experience and responsibility before
they are legally allowed to drink.
The idea is that mature, critical
thinking young adults will exercise
discernment, avoid binge drinking
and take precautionary measures
when
consuming
controlled
substances. Anyone who believes
that is the case has never been in
Clemson on a Thursday night.
Currently, the United States
supports one of the strictest drinking
laws in the world. The United States is
one of four countries with a drinking

age of 21. Holding the drinking age
at 21 only delays the environment at
which alcohol is encountered. If the
law is obeyed, the consumer does
not encounter alcohol until their
junior or senior year of college. If
the law is obeyed, this combines the
drinking age with the consumer's first
encounter with true adulthood. Until
this point, alcohol is an unknown
factor in social situations, and now it
is readily available to an environment
that is only monitored by peers.
If the drinking age is lowered,
then alcohol can be introduced in a
more mature and controlled setting,
maybe even in the home in some
cases. This would give educators and
parents the opportunity to promote
responsibility in consumption and
give young adults experience with
alcohol before they are on their own.
Another factor in alcohol
perspective is education. Already,
there are high school and middle
school programs designed to give
students useful information on
how to approach things like sex and
driving. Ideally, this would become a
permit system, allowing participants
from the ages of 18 and up to first
become informed and then the
ability to legally consume alcohol.
Not to say that this system would
be perfect. In a permit system, there is
a demographic of young adults below
the drinking age of 21 that would
be overjoyed at an opportunity to

consume alcohol legally. This would
no doubt result in heavy binge
drinking in young adults who would
not know how to exercise control
with their newfound freedom.
To institute a permit system
for a lower drinking age would
require a tradeoff, but that tradeoff
would not be as great as expected,
if the legalized drinking age at 21
was consistendy obeyed. Many
who would abuse a lower drinking
age are already drinking illegally
and a more lenient drinking might
make them bolder, but it would not
change their habits.
Aside from this, a lower drinking
could be beneficial to society.
Contrasted with the potential to
lower binge drinking in college,
promote responsibility from an
early age and reduce unnecessary
regulation for the police force, a
drinking age of 18 would be a better
legislature. Any age lower than 18
would begin to couple a drinking
permit with driving permits in many
states, which could be dangerous.
This
would
change
America's
conservative
and
controversial
drinking law and allow our younger
generation to respect the dangers of
alcohol, in which they would learn
how to enjoy it in a responsible way.

BENJAMIN CHILOES is a junior majoring
in packaging science. Email comments
to letters@thetigernews.com.
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Slacktivism
JOSEPH HENDRICKS

Columnist
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Last month, it was hard to
walk around campus and not
see pink. Ribbons, T-shirts,
posters — everywhere you went,
there it was, and everyone knew
what it meant. The color pink has
become synonymous with breast
cancer awareness, and it's all thanks
to one of America's new favorite
pastimes: slacktivism.
Slacktivism refers to any number
of minimally challenging activities
that make us feel like we're making
a difference but do little to actually
help anyone. While pinning a little
ribbon to our backpacks or clicking
"like" on Facebook may make us feel
better, it doesn't really translate into
progress. Even though we're all guilty
of it, either no one notices or cares
enough to change it.
At this point, I could launch
into my own beliefs on how we

can change the world, but no one
wants to hear someone else's ideas
about that. Instead, I'd like to
consider the rationale for these
lazy, wannabe arbiters of change.
What is it that makes them willing
to stand behind a cause without
actually moving it forward, besides
the instant gratification and lack of
personal sacrifice ?
Everyone likes to be included,
and it doesn't matter what it is. The
inherent feeling of belonging to
something makes us feel like we're
more important than those on the
outside. When it comes to slacktivism,
this effect is compounded with the
perceived moral compensation for
"helping" the less fortunate. Not
only are we a part of something that
we think is bigger than ourselves as
individuals, but there is a legitimate
reason behind it. If we can feel like
we're part of the team, part of the
good guys, without having to do
anything, what more is there to want?
If you leave the door open, people are
bound to come through.
If people are supporting a cause

they are for. or against, the necessary
implication is that those who aren't
part of the group are either indifferent
about the subject or on the opposite
side. Even if this is far from true,
those affected by this perception may
be more likely to sign up and support
a cause that they otherwise don't
care about. While this increases the
numbers, it does nothing to benefit
the organization. If anything, this
artificial inflation hinders the group's
ability to actually move forward
with their real intentions. Those
who join for this reason are almost
worse than the ones who really buy
in — at least they have some passion.
If organizations think filling their
ranks with anonymous and apathetic
members will equate to progress,
they may need to step away from the
Facebook page.
People love a sense of danger.
Correction: People love a sense of
danger without any real potential
for harm. As scary as exams or essays
can be, at a certain point they fail to
excite along with the rest of college
life. What better way to find some

conflict in life than taking on an
African warlord forcing children to
serve in combat? Or by standing at
the forefront of research seeking in
order to find the cure for a disease
that is ravaging the poorest regions
of the world? All from behind a
computer screen! Sure, it doesn't do
anything to help the cause, but for
that brief moment, it feels like we're
standing up against something. In the
end, it's all just a fantasy, an illusion
or a daydream.
There isn't any harm in working
to raise awareness for whatever causes
strikes you as worthy. Unfortunately,
it doesn't do much help either. If you
want to change something, don't try
to do so from a point of obscurity
— actually make a contribution,
whether that means time, money
or whatever else. Not only will you
be doing something productive, the
rest of us won't have to hear about
it. Everybody wins.
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"^"▼T"T"hen you go out to eat at
\ /L / a restaurant or purchase
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something at a grocery
store or go shopping at a mall, do you
automatically ask yourself, "What are
the owner's beliefs, and do they match
my own beliefs ?" Does that affect your
decision about spending money there ?
Think what kind of country we would
live in, if we had the power to prevent
a place of business from operating
based on the person's religious views
and the ability to express those views.
What if people were only allowed to
spend money at businesses where the
owner's beliefs matched their own?
Is that the kind of America you want

Chick-fil-A centered around the
decision to vote on removing the
restaurant from a college campus
in North Carolina. Based on an
interview with Chick-fil-A President
Dan Cathy, the son of the company's
founder Truett Cathy, the business
operates based on their biblical
principles, which supports the family
and traditional marriage. Several
students disagree with the owner's
beliefs and want the restaurant to be
removed from the campus. Students
who support the removal of the
restaurant feel that Chick-fil-A's
message does not support the school's
goal in avoiding discrimination based
on sexual orientation.
Because of the family's personal
and religious beliefs, some people
believe that the campus' removal of
Chick-fil-A could threaten the rights

country that valued our fteedom of

established by this country — the
rights to every individual's freedom of
speech and religious liberty. Everyone
in the world has different personal

speech, and the right to have different
beliefs. Recently, a controversy
involving the oooular food chain

beliefs and opinions about religion.
Everyone does not agree with each
other, and that is okav. If evervone

to live in?
Not me. I would tather live in a

strived to remove a business based on
the owner's religious or nonreligious
beliefs, there would be nowhere to
eat out and nowhere to shop because
someone would oppose the belief of
everyplace of business in this country.
If you do not agree with Chick-fil-A
President Dan Cathy, you could
show your opposition by choosing
not to eat there. If it really matters
that much to you, ask to speak to
the owner of every business that you
affiliate yourself with in order to make
sure that they have the same beliefs as
you. Also, do these actions oppose the
restaurant managers, employees and
staff or just the views of its owner?
Ask yourself, how would this type of
action affect my personal rights if the
law were changed?
Individuals have the right to
choose to not to eat at Chick-fil-A,
but, regardless of how someone feels
about Dan Cathy's beliefs based
on his Christian faith, the First
Amendment of the Constitution
protects all individuals against the
refusal to own and operate a business
based on their personal relieious

views and their right to express
those views. The Cathy family
also chooses to close their place of
business on Sundays because of the
same religious principles.
Chick-fil-A does not discriminate
based on race, gender and sexual or
religious orientation. They allow
anyone to eat and work in their
restaurant, and they allow anyone
to eat at their restaurant, regardless
of their beliefs and life values. Does
someone have the right to ask to
have the restaurant removed because
they disagree with the owner's
beliefs? They have a right to their
own opinions, as every American
citizen should, and the right to voice
those opinions, but so do those who
choose to eat there. That is the beauty
of living in America. Freedom of
speech and religious liberty are for
all Americans, not just for those who
oppose what someone else says or
chooses what to believe in.
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Boy Meets World: Take Two
MARLEY LARUE

Columnist

Think back to your favorite
television shows as a child and
or adolescent. For us 80s and 90s
babies, I can almost guarantee one show
will undoubtedly prove to be at the top
of everyone's list of favorites. We all loved
the ever popular "Friends," "Saved By The
Bell," "Full House," "Fresh Prince," etc. But
there is only one show that I still to this
day am able to watch re-runs of, over and
over again, until I'm so zombified by being
glued to the TV for hours on end that I
can't even function. What show is this? I'll
give you one hint: Mr. Feeny.
I think it's pretty safe to say many
college students would agree that "Boy
Meets World" was one of the best shows
of all time. I distinctly remember coming
home every single day after school, turning
on ABC and absorbing myself into the
lives of Cory, Topanga, Shawn and Eric.
As I grow older, I wish the seven-season
television series had continued to air new
episodes; I couldn't then and still can not
get enough of the genius behind the series
that is Boy Meets World.
Just this past week, I heard what I feel
like is the best news of the decade and I feel
it entirely necessary to share it with college
students and graduates everywhere: there is
going to be a sequel of "Boy Meets World"
titled "Girl Meets World." I shrieked little
girl screams while simultaneously almost
crying tears of joy at this glorious news.
It's an understatement to say so many 80s

Paws up,
McDonald's restaurants
in Germany serve beer.
A woman who stabbed
her husband said she did
it because, "Jesus and
Mary told me to kill him
because he is Satan's
spawn
Half of proceeds from
a marijuana dealer in
Brooklyn, N.Y., were
donated to Hurricane
Sandy victims.

and 90s kids are hyperventilating with
excitement upon hearing about this new
spin-off series.
It's been confirmed that Michael
Jacobs, original creator and producer of
"Boy Meets World," signed a pilot deal
with Disney Channel to create the spin-off
series titled "Girl Meets World," which will
be centered around the life of Cory (Ben
Savage) and Topanga's (Danielle Fishel)
teenage daughter. With hints that most of
the actors of the original characters from
the show will be coming back, I think
the new series has an immense amount of
potential to be a great success. Some of
us might be fearful that this new series is
going to crush what we remember "Boy
Meets World" to be: a hilarious, relatable
and needless to say memorable aspect of
our childhood. Often times when there is
a spin-off series or sequel to any TV show
or movie, it's either completely awful or
absolutely amazing; there's never really
a happy medium. A perfect example of
this could be when "Rugrats" led to the
creation of the spin-off series "All Grown
Up," which followed the lives of the famous
little cartoon babies as teenagers when
they were "all grown up." Anyone who
was as big of a "Rugrats" fan as I am and
watched the new series will agree they were
disappointed to say the least with the turn
out of "All Grown Up." It's my hope that
this same situation will not be the case for
"Girl Meets World."
Granted all of the original characters
from the show come back and especially
with the original producer and creator
behind the entire operation of the new
series, I think this show is going to be all
we've wanted since "Boy Meets World"

saddened us with its series finale in the
year 2000. We're all curious to see how
the awkward Cory will execute the role of
being a father, as well as how the eccentric
Topgana will be as a mother. We're all
curious to see if Eric really did grow up to
be Mr. Plays-With-Squirrels or if he grew
up to be a somewhat normal adult. If Mr.
Feeny comes back as the teacher of Cory
and Topanga's daughter, I know I'll be sold
into the series already. It's evident that
the possibilities of how fantastic this idea
could be are endless.
Bottom line, this may be the best news
I've ever heard in my entire life. Although
the return of a simple TV series may not
seem like a big deal to many, it's easily
assumed that a great deal of 16 to even 40
year olds all around the country will be
anticipating the premiere of "Girl Meets
World." Further information on when the
series will begin and the official cast of the
show remains unanswered at the moment.
All I know is that if I'm given the chance
to step out of my stressful life as a college
student and young adult and go back to
my childhood, be it for only 30 minutes
of watching TV, I'm going to jump on it in
a heartbeat. This series could be all we've
been yearning for for the past 12 years since
"Boy Meets World" stopped production.
Until the day that "Girl Meets World" airs,
I know many of us will be patiently and
anxiously waiting for the return of Feeny,
Cory, Topanga, Eric, Shawn and the rest of
the gang we've all grown to know and love
ever since we were kids.

MARLEY LARUE is a freshman majoring in
biological sciences. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
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An Arizona woman ran over her husband with her
car in regards to his lack of voting participation.
A suspicious husband used the GPS capability on
his wife's cellphone to find the 38-year-old teacher
having sex with a 16-year-old boy.

The ban put on
genetic copies
of horses for the
Olympics has
been lifted and
clones are now
able to compete.

A professional cuddler makes $260 inviting
strangers to take a nap with her at home.
A 22-year-old college student drunkenly got stuck
between two walls in an eight inch wide alley and
required assistance of the fire department.
A girl in California stepped into a rattlesnake
nest and was bitten six times by an adult and five
young rattlers, but still survived after receiving 24
vials of antivenom.

Samsung is
set to release
smartphones
with bendable
display screens
next year.

The world's most ancient
purse, studded with more than
one hundred dog teeth, has
been identified.
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Just a week after
President Barack
Obama was re-elected,
S.C. sent in a petition
asking that the state
peacefully secede from
the United States.
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Joe Biden and Abortion
Wait, what?
EDUARDO HERNANDEZ-CRUZ

Columnist
I try to avoid using these articles to talk
about politics. With the recent election, I
feel as if there's a certain politician I should
rant about because there seems to be a lot of
people who don't get it. There are politicians
I don't like or don't agree with, but there's one
who honest-to-God pisses me off.
I am, of course, referring to Joe Biden and
his stance on abortion. Now let's be clear: I'm .
discussing Biden's view on abortion, not my
own, and I'm not going to spend time telling
you what to think on the issue.
In the debate between the two vice
presidential candidates, the subject of abortion
came up and I imagine it must been awkward for
someone as both men were Roman Catholics,
who have a reputation for coming down kind of
hard on the pro-life side.
Paul Ryan, a Republican, naturally voiced
strong dissent toward abortion. Biden, on the
other hand, claimed that being Roman Catholic

€*«€*€

informed his view on the subject: life starts
at conception, and to take a life is a crime.
However, he has no right to tell someone who
wasn't Catholic how women should deal with
their own bodies.
Let's dissect that statement: first, he says
life starts at conception, but then states that
he doesn't think he has the right to tell women
what to do with their bodies. Biden, if you think
life starts at conception, then that second part
doesn't work — it's no longer the woman's body,
it's a separate organism. Either it's a separate life
or it isn't. Seriously, look up his statement if you
don't believe me — he contradicts himself in the
span of a few sentences.
Furthermore, he says that he's Roman
Catholic, but then spouts a view that's decidedly
non-Catholic. I'm not sure if you guys at home
are keeping score, but that technically means
that you're not Catholic. When you decide that
you're practicing a particular religion, you're
supposed to take the tenets of it seriously and
apply them to life — you can't just take the
eternal salvation and skip the parts that make
you uncomfortable. That's not a serious take on

religion, that's a shallow, hypocritical pseudospirituality based on self-serving desire rather
than actual deep-held belief. This applies to any
religion or belief system.
In short, he's claiming he's a representative
of something that he's very obviously not and
expects us to go along with it by claiming that
he's been a "practicing Catholic" his entire
life. I'm not sure what the hell he means by
"practicing Catholic," as it doesn't exactly seem
to have too huge an influence on his beliefs.
Let's give the guy the benefit of the doubt,
though, and stop over-analyzing the exact
semantics of his statement. After all, I could
be overreacting. He's just a Catholic who has
liberal views on abortion. But Biden's statement
gets even more disturbing the more you think
about it. He believes what he was taught as a
Catholic, which is that abortion is the murder
of an innocent life. But he says he doesn't
have the right to tell a woman that it's not her
choice to make.
Let me repeat that — Biden said he believes
abortion is murder, but he shouldn't tell you not
to do it.

Biden says he doesn't approve of murder, but
he won't tell you not to do it.
Don't look at me; Biden said it not me.
Don't tell me that he doesn't fully understand
the Roman Catholic Church's view on abortion.
They make it abundantly clear on many
occasions what they think of it and Biden
would have to be a functional moron not to
know it. He said he finds abortion to be killing
an innocent life (a belief I somewhat doubt he
actually has, but let's indulge him) but that he
shouldn't tell people not to do it because that's
not his business.
My friends, whether or not Biden actually
believes what he says on abortion, this is not an
example of someone being tolerant of the beliefs
of others; this is an example of someone who is
completely spineless. This is our Vice President,
guys. Barack Obama actually thought that
this guy was a good running mate and a good
back-up President.
EDUARDO HERNANDEZ-CRUZ is a junior majoring
in English. Email comments to letters@thetigernews.
com.
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The Clemson Tigers welcome the N.C. State Wolfpack this weekend in Death Valley at 3:30 p.m. This is a
matchup between two of the ACC's best teams in a game
once referred to as the Textile Bowl. Both N.C. State and
Clemson are coming off of dominating performances at
home against division rivals.
N.C. State thrashed the Tigers 37-13 last season in Raleigh, in a blowout upset ofTop-ten Clemson. The Tigers
are trying to erase the memory of last year's late season
slide by finishing out this season in style.
The Wolfpack made quick work of the Demon
Deacons last week with a big day on the offensive side
of the ball, going for 428 yards of total offense. Mike
Glennon showed again why he is one of the top quarterbacks in the ACC, throwing for 258 yards with two
touchdowns and a pick. Clemson will have to stop talented freshman tailback Shadrach Thorton, who ran
for 110 yards last weekend.
N.C. State not only destroyed a division opponent
last weekend, but they also qualified for bowl eligibility — Head Coach Tom O'Brien's third consecutive
season doing so.
N.C. State's marquee win this year was against the

Florida State Seminoles at home; the Wolfpack is trying
to repeat as the "giant-killer" in the ACC. Dabo Swinney
and Co. will look to increase the home win streak to 13
games this weekend.
The Wolfpack pressured the quarterback, something
Clemson is usually unable to do. The Pack leads the
ACC in sacks with around three per game.
The Pack will have their hands full with this fluid
Clemson offense; through the air the Tigers are throwing
for 322 yards a game and rushing for 191 yards per game.
The premier matchup is the Wolfpack secondary featuring all-ACC cornerback, David Amerson, versus the star
studded Clemson wide receiving corps.
Clemson is starting to build some depth at the running back position behind Andre Ellington, with Roderick McDowell running for almost 300 yards and five
touchdowns on the season. D.J. Howard has 125 yards
rushing and a pair of touchdowns on the season. Both
are averaging around four yards per carry on the season.
Brent Venables will have his hands full against
this solid N.C. State offense led by fifth-year senior
Mike Glennon. Dabo Swinney praised Glennon
earlier this week, "He's a gutsy player with a lot of
experience and knowledge."
Chad Morris will have to be on his game this
weekend against a very dangerous Wolfpack team,

who's more than capable of ruining the Tiger's BCS
hopes this weekend.
Sammy Watkins will be back at full strength this week
after being held out of last week's second half in a victory
over Maryland. Coach Morris said they decided to sit
Sammy last week "for precautionary reasons."
The Tigers don't need to look ahead this week to the
primetime showdown with archrival South Carolina because this team has upset capability. Just ask Jimbo Fisher.
Swinney is fully aware about the kind of team coming
into town Saturday. "This is a very dangerous team, especially from an athletic standpoint," Swinney said during
the week.
The Wolfpack are especially dangerous this weekend,
because they have nothing to lose after qualifying for a
bowl berth the Wolfpack look to improve their stock.
Clemson is still in the race for the ACC Atlantic division tide with a win Saturday and a Florida State loss to
Maryland, but the latter of those criteria is very unlikely.
But Clemson has a chance to receive an at-large bid to a
BCS bowl, possibly the Sugar Bowl, against defending
champion Alabama.
N.C. State will have to make some big plays on defense, especially against the pass and control the ball this
weekend to be able to beat Clemson at home, which nobody has been able to do since the 2010 season.

KEEPING IT PC: CLEMSON RUNS PAST BLUE HOSE IN OPENER
CHASE HEATH
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson Tigers began their season with a bang as they defeated Presbyterian College in impressive fashion on
Monday night, 77-44.
The team was led by senior Milton
Jennings, scoring 15 points and gathering 6 rebounds, despite sitting out the
latter part of the second half as the Tigers
stretched the lead over the Blue Hose.
Devin Booker, the team's only other senior, also joined Jennings on the bench
after compiling 11 points and 5 rebounds
of his own.
The senior duo watched their young,
but the talented teammates proved they
were more than capable of performing

well on the big stage despite the lack
of chemistry and experience. Freshman Jordan Roper led the youth on the
squad by posting 11 points.
The game started off with a 3-pointer
on the first possession of the game by
sophomore guard T.J. Sapp, and from
then on, the Tigers never looked back.
Clemson shot 30-for-56 from the field
(53.6%), including 7-of-18 from long
range.
Hot shooting combined with lockdown defense, limiting the Presbyterian
College Blue Hose to 16-for-53 shooting
from the field (30.2%), which catapulted
the team to a 38-21 halftime lead and

see KEEPING page C6 Adonis Filer (middle) drives to the hoop against PC's Austin Anderson (right)

see REMEMBER page C6

UPCOMING

SCORES
VOLLEYBALL
Saturday, 11/10
UNC 3 - Clemson 1
Clemson, S.C.

Don't lie; you've looked up hotels
in New Orleans, haven't you?
It's an enticing thought, right?
Ringing in the new year in the
French Quarter, watching the Rose
Bowl the next day in a Bourbon
Street bar, eating your weight in po'
boys and crawfish etoufee. It feels so
close that you can almost taste it.
To some those thoughts pale in
comparison to the thought of stomping on South Carolina when the topten Gamecocks come to town next
week with dreams of four-straight
wins dancing in their head. Clemson
fans do not take kindly to losing to
their brothers to the southeast, so the
idea of over a thousand days without
a win over their in-state rivals is far
too damn • long in many Orangetinted eyes.
But before your mouth starts to
water too badly, and your blood hits
boiling temperature, there is the simple matter of this N.C. State team.
Remember these guys? The ones
Clemson overlooked last year when
they had one eye on Columbia,
even as they ran out of that tunnel
in Raleigh? The ones that made the
Clemson offense look like a group
of middle-schoolers, as they held
the Tigers to 34 yards rushing and
forced four turnovers? The ones that
ran straight through, around and
past Kevin Steele's sieve-like defense
to the tune of 27 second quarter
points?
A game that was supposed to be
a walk-in-the-park turned into just
that — just not for the team we expected to do the walking. Clemson
limped down to Columbia after a 3713 beating.
Now, it is worth mentioning that
this was a Clemson team without
their freshman-sensation Sammy
Watkins. Without the threat of that
downfield passing game, even more
so when Martavis Bryant was lost to
injury, N.C. State was able to bracket
the outside receivers, and Boyd had
no one to throw to and no time to do
anything else.
It will be interesting to see which
Wolfpack defense shows up on Saturday. In their four losses this year,
they have allowed an average of
38.75 points in those games. In their
six wins, they have allowed 11.33.
There are some also-rans on their
list of wins, but they also held Florida State to 16 points in their upset
win. I don't need to remind you
how many points the Noles put on
Clemson. I'll give you a hint: it was
more than 16.
On the other side of the ball, you
have some legitimate firepower to

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Monday, 11/11
Clemson 77- PC 44
Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Tuesday, 11/12
USF 75 - Clemson 73 (OT)
Clemson, S.C.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday, 11/16
vs. Duke, 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday, 11/16
@ Furman, 7 p.m.
Greenville, S.C.

FOOTBALL
Saturday, 11/17
vs. NC State, 3:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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MARYLAND from page Al
were finally able to get on the board on a 17-yard pass
from Petty to Devonte Campbell. However, Clemson
scored once more in the half on a six-yard touchdown
run by Ellington.
The teams traded field goals in the third quarter, a 22-yarder for the Tigers and a 39-yarder
for the Terrapins.
Clemson scored once in the fourth quarter on a fouryard touchdown pass from Cole Stoudt to Stanton Seckinger to seal the 45-10 victory for the Tigers.
The Clemson defense played one of their better games
of the season, holding Maryland to only 180 total yards.
"It comes down to our weekly preparation," Linebacker Spencer Shuey said. "Every week is just one
more in the season, and one more week feeling comfortable with our game plan. It was definitely good
to get a few turnovers. We even got that fourth down
stop towards the end and were able to hold them to 10
points. It was a productive game."
The win was the Tigers 12th consecutive win at home,
which set the record for longest streak ever at Clemson.
"We are a very focused program and we have had
great leadership all season," Swinney said. "This group
of Tigers is the most consistent at home, with our 12th
consecutive home win. It starts with how we practice."
"This is big," Crawford said. "We set a new standard
here at Clemson. When we play at home we win, not
matter what. From here on, for Clemson teams to come,
that's the standard. When you play at home you win, or
wherever you play, you give your best."
This game was also the ninth in a row in which the
Tigers have scored at least 37 points - every game this
year except the season opener in Atlanta against Auburn.
Boyd finished with 261 yards passing and three
touchdowns. Ellington finished with 55 rushing yards
and a touchdown. Hopkins finished with 59 receiving
yards and a touchdown. Clemson's next game is this Saturday at home against N.C. State. The game is scheduled
to kick-off at 3:30 p.m., and be televised on ABC.
"I've told my players that now is the time when top 10
teams separate themselves from the pack," Swinney said.
. "The end of November is when it matters. We need to
play our best football down the stretch."
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Crawford returns his gift

k

AARON RANSDELL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

say the least, his play ability to get pressure on the
quarterback has been improving all season.
It was Clemson's first defensive touchdown off
of a fumble since last season when former Tiger
Kourtnei Brown accomplished the feat last year
against the North Carolina Tar Heels.
Clemson had just scored a touchdown and the
defense was heading out to make a stop after a
touchback. The Terrapins lined up with three
wide receivers on the left side of the line, which
drew the Clemson defense to that side of the
field. Clemson's defensive coordinator Brent Venables had his unit line up in the cover-two with
man coverage by the defensive backs.
Simultaneous with the snap, Maryland running back Albert Reid came in motion across the
field, and Shawn Petty faked the hand-off before
rolling out to the left. It was a designed rollout to
the left, but Clemson's secondary did a tremendous job at blanketing the Terrapin wide receivers
giving Petty no one to throw to.
As Petty rolled out, Crawford read the play
and went to chase the quatterback down. With
Crawford closing in, and Tiger linebacker
Quandon Christian coming to help, Petty was
forced to throw the ball away to avoid the sack
or interception.
The Maryland quarterback cocked his arm
back and before he could bring his arm forward,
the ball popped loose, giving Clemson a prime
opportunity for a fumble recovery in the opposing team's territory. Crawford was going for the

He is a true freshman linebacker turned quarterback, and he plays like one. He's an athlete, but
Maryland's new quarterback Shawn Petty is far
from Maryland's first choice at "QB-1". Luckily
for Clemson though, he was able to spawn some
confidence in the defensive line, because Petty
turned the ball over several times.
"That's what's most frustrating. Shawn has
been put into a difficult situation, no question about that. The one thing that we've tried
to stress to him is, 'Just don't turn the ball
over,'" Maryland Head Coach Randy Edsall
said. "Today, we gave them seven points on
the fumble. That's what we've really got to try
to get him to eliminate."
One of his most important turnovers was probably Clemson defensive end Corey Crawford's favorite, because it was an easy score for him. It was
a strange game to say the least, but on Crawford's
touchdown, things just looked like it was going to
be Clemson's day.
Crawford reflected on the touchdown with excitement and thankfulness that he was in the right
place at the right time.
"It comes hard. Those do not come every day.
The feeling is indescribable. I am just so happy
right now," said Crawford.
Crawford was highly touted coming out of
high school, and many Clemson fans have been
wondering just when he would start making plays
for the defense. Although it was a lucky play to

sack, but as soon as he saw the ball bouncing
on the turf around the 16-yard line, he pushed
Petty aside and scooped the ball up. From there,
it was a short jog to the west end zone and another Tiger touchdown.
Crawford made the play sound like a breeze.
"My tackle blocked down, so I had to squeeze.
I saw the quarterback rolling out. I ran to make
sure he did not get outside and try to make a play.
It just so happened that he was trying to draw
back to throw the ball and it came out. I just
scooped and scored," said Crawford.
It was a play for the blooper reel, but given the
context, Maryland couldn't expect a lot out of
a linebacker who was recruited for his defense,
playing the most difficult position on the field
against a top-tier college team.
The most important thing to take away from
the play is that Clemson is moving forward defensively, and winning games at home. The
touchdown gave the Tigers a quick lead to start
off a game, which is exactly what Clemson Head
Coach Dabo Swinney wants.
"There is no doubt we came ready to play. We
were ready from the opening snap. Our players
are excited to play every week because we practice
the right way. I'm proud of our backups because
they showed our depth and took care of business,"
said Swinney.
Swinney can only hope that it will continue for
the rest of the season, where Clemson's postseason
is determined by the next two home games.
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HANDING OUT GRADES TO THE NFL'S YOUNG QUARTERBACKS
CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

There has been a wave of rookie and second-year quarterbacks starting for their teams this season. As the veterans get older, this "youth movement"
that has swept through the NFL has produced some young quarterbacks that are helping their teams and some that are hurting their teams.
Let's look at these players and give them their mid-season grades.
Russell Wilson: 157-253, 1,827 passing yds, 15 TD and 8 INT.
Those are pretty decent stats for a rookie halfway through his
first NFL season. Even with that questionable Monday Night
game against Green Bay, the Seahawks have managed to get
wins over a pretty decent Minnesota team as well as a marquee
one-point win over the Patriots. That's a highlight for any rookie
quarterback. Sitting at 6-4, the Seahawks are the biggest threat
to the 49ers in the NFC West, thanks to the surprisingly good
play of Wilson and a top-tier defensive unit.
Brandon Weeden: 185-336, 2,088 passing yds, 9TD, 12 INT.
Brandon Weeden can't help the fact that he plays for Cleveland,
but that still doesn't excuse the bad play we've seen from him. In
four games this year he hasn't thrown for a touchdown, and he's
had games where he's thrown for multiple interceptions without
a touchdown. He's got a decent completion percentage and
yardage for a rookie, but it's not transitioning into points for the
Browns, which is reflected in their 2-7 record. Weeden's biggest
question mark coming into the season was his age: could he still
produce the numbers he did at Oklahoma State in the NFL with
what limited time he had left? Sorry Cleveland, but it looks like
you made a mistake taking Weeden for Colt McCoy.
Ryan Tannehill: 165-280,, 1,979 passing yds, 5 TD, 9 INT.
Tannehill has managed to keep the Dolphins just barely above
water for most of the season at 4-5 now. Most rookie quarterbacks are handed a bad situation if they're starting their first
year, and it's been the same story for Tannehill as Weeden.
However, keeping the Dolphins around the .500 mark is good
work since they haven't seen much of a winning season for a
few years now.

Andy Dalton: 203-315, 2,329 passing yds, 18 TD, 11 INT.
Dalton's coming off a great week against the Giants at home,
throwing four touchdowns in a 31-13 blowout against a good
team. The Bengals are just below .500 at 4-5 after a three-game
winning streak and then a four-game losing streak. Dalton plays
very streaky, so he's going to have to regain the consistency he
showed last year as he led the Bengals to a playoff berth as a
rookie.
Cam Newton: 155-271, 2,143 passing yds, 8 TD, 10 Int. 63
rushing attempts, 354 yds, 4 TD, 9 Fum, 3 lost. Cam Newton's
offensive struggles have been holding the Panthers back this year.
Nine fumbles on the year but only three lost, and more interceptions than touchdowns. This is coming from the guy who lit the
scoreboard up last year, but the Carolina defense let him down,
giving up leads late in the game. Now the defense holds, but the
offense can't get a lead big enough to close the game. The Panthers are also 2-7, but have only been blown out twice this year,
both times to the Manning Brothers. If Cam doesn't step it up
and start producing more points, the Panthers could be looking
at a worse record than the 6-10 they finished as last year.
Robert Griffin III: 172^62_^93 passing yds, 8 TD, 3 INT.
81 rushing attempts, 529 rushing yds, 6 TD. Robert Griffin III
is looking very efficient in the passing game, as well as producing good numbers on the ground, but that hasn't translated well
into points and wins. The Redskins are currently 3-6, and some
of those losses have been in games where Griffin produced no
points at all. After a hot streak in the first few weeks of the season where he was on highlight reels multiple times, Griffin and
the Redskins offense as a whole has struggled to put up points in

a lot of games. Riding a three-game losing streak into a bye week
this past week, I expect Griffin to come out more explosively
and to play the quarterback position stronger than he has been.
However, Washington's record should be better, and a lot of that
pressure and blame falls on the quarterbacks shoulders.
Blaine Gabbert: 160-276, 1,638 passing yds, 9 TD, 6 INT.
Here's another guy who was handed a bad situation that just got
worse this season. All sorts of issues surround this Jaguars team,
but none more so than the loss of Maurice Jones-Drew. With
Gabbert struggling this year like he did last year, Jones-Drew
going down was the worst thing to happen to him. The addition
of Justin Blackmon at wide receiver figured to be a good move to
give Gabbert a big fast target to throw to, but his quality of play
still hasn't increased. You can't completely blame Gabbert for all
of the struggles Jacksonville is going through, but they should
have more than one win.
Andrew Luck: 208-362, 2,631 passing yds, 10 TD, 9 INT.
34 rushing attempts, 159 rushing yds, 5 TD. After a shaky
start, the overall number one pick in the NFL is proving his
worth. The Colts are 6-3 now in their first year after trading Peyton Manning to Denver, and a lot of the success is
due to Luck hitting his stride as a quarterback. On a current
four-game winning streak, Luck has thrown for over 1,100
yards for three touchdowns and two interceptions, but has
racked up four of his five rushing touchdowns of the season.
There were doubts about if the Colts should have taken Luck
at number one over Robert Griffin III, but Luck has proved
those doubters wrong. He's coming into his role as the Colts
new signal-caller quite well.

LADY TIGERS DROPPED IN OT
GAVIN OLIVER
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson women's basketball game against South
Florida on Tuesday night defined the true meaning of a
back-and-forth affair.
The contest saw nine ties and 12 lead changes, so it
was only fitting that the game be decided in overtime.
At the end of the five-minute extra period, Clemson came
out on the wrong end of a 75-73 final score.
The Lady Tigers, who lost 49-46 to Presbyterian College on Sunday, must find a way to win close games after
losing their first two by a combined five points. With no
seniors and only two juniors on the Clemson roster, freshman will be called upon in late-game situations.
One freshman that appears to be ready for the pressure is Jonquel Jones, who has recorded a double-double
in each of her first two games. Against the South Florida
Bulls (2-0), Jones did it in the form of 14 points and 14
rebounds, both team highs.
"Jonquel is so versatile," Clemson head coach Itoro
Coleman said. "Jonquel can play the wing position, and
she can play down low. But Jonquel has a knack for the
ball. Whenever there's a shot that goes up, whether it's on
the offensive end or the defensive end, she's going to find
a way to get her hands on the ball. Once she continues to
grow and get stronger, she's going to be able to average a
double-double on a consistent basis."
Stats aren't important to Jones, however.
"I'm just going out there and playing hard for my team
and my coaches," Jones said. "That's all I'm trying to do.
At the end of the day I'm just trying to win games."
Jones helped keep her team in the ball game after a flurry
of three-pointers from Andrell Smith put the Tigers in an
early 14-5 hole. Smith started 5-5 from beyond the arc,
scoring 18 of South Florida's first 28 points. She finished
the game with 26 points, while twin sister Andrea Smith
came in second with 15.
Clemson (0-2) took its first lead of the game on a Kelly

Gramlich three with 46 seconds to go in the first half, but
a layup by Andrell Smith eight seconds later gave the Bulls
a 35-34 halftime advantage. The Smith sisters accounted
for all but eight of South Florida's first half points.
Freshman guard and forward Danaejah Grant carried
the load for Clemson early in the second half, bucketing
seven of the Lady Tigers' first 12 points. The New Jersey
native tallied up 13 points on the night, becoming one of
four Lady Tigers that would reach double-figures.
"I absolutely loved the balance in scoring," Coleman
said. "I felt like we were more aggressive in that respect.
We got to the free throw line, we made the extra pass, and
we were able to score some in transition."
Sophomore and Clemson leader in minutes Nikki
Dixon gave Clemson a three point lead — its largest lead
of the game — with a pair of free throws at 1:50 in the
second half. However, the Lady Tigers were unable to defend a layup by Kaneisha Saunders that brought the Bulls
back to within one. A Jones free throw pushed Clemson's
lead to 69-67 before an Andrell Smith lay-in with 52 seconds remaining forced overtime.
The Lady Tigers were in position to win or tie the
game in overtime, but unforced errors proved costly. Down
two points with 14.2 seconds left, Clemson turned the ball
over while looking for a shot. Only one second remained
after the mistake, and all South Florida had to do was
inbound the ball to seal the hard-earned victory.
Despite the loss, Coleman was encouraged by her
team's effort.
"I'm so proud of the way the team fought," said Coleman. "We did enough to win the ball game. It came down
to a few possessions at the end, and we weren't able to
execute. We just have to execute the little things."
An opportunity to do just that will present itself on Sunday at 3 p.m. when the Tigers face South Carolina.
"South Carolina is our rival, so we have to bring a
different type of energy," Coleman said. "Just because
you know a Clemson-South Carolina (game) is going
to be brutal."

The Lady "Tigers have started their season slowly with back-to-back losses.
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Yannick and Dominique Moden form Clemson's dynamic duo.

Some of the best things in this world come
in pairs. Reese's cups, salt and pepper, the first
two Godfather movies, wide receivers with
dreadlocks, breasts and the list goes on and on.
For the men's tennis team, two players have
announced themselves during the fall season,
and like the aforementioned list, they are a
pair: Dominique and Yannick Maden. Yannick
is a senior Economics major, and Dominic is a
junior, majoring in Marketing, and both hail
from Stuttgart, Germany.
"The contact (from Clemson) came because
of a friend of mine from Germany, who was already here, Moritc Dettinger," Yannick said, as
he described how he ended up at Clemson. "He
came to Clemson a semester earlier, and when
he found out I wanted to go to college, he told
the coach at the time."
A year later, Dominique came to Clemson to
visit his brother.
"It was in the February before my graduation (when I came to visit)," Dominique said.
"I really didn't have a good junior ranking, but
I hit in front of the coaches, and they just asked
if I wanted to come play for them."
Together they are becoming a Clemson's
strongest double's team, but don't dismiss their
success as merely a byproduct of being brothers.
"Yeah, I mean being brothers did help
because it allowed us to have the experience of
playing together, but we would be just as good
if we were just friends who had known each
other so long," Yannick said. "If I had never
seen my brother play tennis, I don't think we'd
make good partners."
Dominique followed up on his brother's
thought.
"Yeah, I think it's more that we complement
each other," Dominique said. "We just know
what each other and each other's game so well,
and that really helps on the court."
Their coach knows exactly why the two have
had so much success this year.
"They have really dedicated themselves in
the offseason, and it's showing on the court,"
Tennis Coach Charles McCune said about the
pair. "The results speak for themselves."
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In the first tournament of the fall, the
brothers made it all the way to the finala for the
Southern Intercollegiate Men's Tennis Championships, hosted by the University of Georgia
in Athens. They fell 8-5 against Michael Alford
and Florent Diep of Florida.
Their worst finish for the fall actually included the most impressive win.
"We went to the All-Americas Tournament
in Tulsa, Okla., and we had to go through
qualifying because our ranking wasn't too high,"
Yannick said. "We won our three matches there
to get into the big tournament, and we beat
the No. 1 overall seed, a doubles' pair from Ole
Miss. They were ranked No. 2 in the country at
the time."
They would go on to the quarterfinals where
they were knocked off, 8-6, by Jarmere Jenkins
and Mac Styslinger from the University of Virginia.
In their last appearance of the fall, the
brothers went to Cary, N.C. for the ITA
Carolina Regional where they were the fourthseed in the event. With dreams of making the
National Indoor Championship in New York,
Dominique and Yannick fell in the quarterfinals to top-seed Henrique Cunha and Raphael
Hemmeler from Duke University.
Their play made them the first alternate for
Nationals, but the tournament was postponed
due to a storm that hit the Northeast.
When spring play starts up, the team will be
looking at improving upon a season where they
finished 60th in the nation.
"We could compete with anyone last year,
but we lost so many close matches," Yannick
said. "This year I think the schedule is a little
easier. Hopefully that means a couple more
wins before ACC play, and it will help us gain
a little bit more confidence for that part of the
schedule."
The first match of the year will take place
against Winthrop and Davidson in Davidson,
N.C, on Jan. 19. The Tigers will play in North
Carolina, New Hampshire, Georgia and Wisconsin, before playing their first home match
on Feb. 15 against Alabama.
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BROWNELL INKS TWO
Ajukwa, Rooks sign letters of intent during early signing period.
STAFF REPORT
Austin Ajukwa and Patrick Rooks
signed National Letters-of-Intent
with Clemson on Wednesday, the
first day of the early signing period
for men's basketball. Head Coach
Brad Brownell made the announcement Wednesday morning that
Ajukwa, a 6-foot-6 wing from Columbia, S.C., and Rooks, a 6-foot-3
guard from Charlotte, N.C., would
be joining the Tiger program in
2013.
"We feel really good about the
signing of Austin and Patrick,"
Brownell said. "We've tracked them
the last couple of years, and both
players can really score the basketball. Both are good students and
come from great families, and we're
excited to have them at Clemson."
Ajukwa, who plays for Cardinal Newman School, is a three-star
prospect, according to both ESPNU
and Rivals.com. The athletic wing is
rated the No. 2 senior prospect in the
state of South Carolina by ESPNU,
and the nation's No. 30 prospect at

his position, according to the same
service. He has been an all-state selection the past two seasons by the
High School Sports Report. Ajukwa
was named the 2011-12 Statewide
SCISA Player-of-the-Year by the
same publication after averaging 21
points per game. He added nine rebounds per game and 2.5 steals per
game defensively. Ajukwa played
with the South Carolina Elite on the
AAU circuit.
"Austin is an athletic wing that
can play a variety of positions,"
Brownell said. "He had a very good
junior year, followed by an outstanding summer. He will be a very good
player at Clemson because he can do
a lot of different things on the court.
He has an ability to create his own
shot and can use his athleticism to
make difficult shots at times."
Rooks is listed as a three-star
prospect by ESPNU, Rivals.com
and Scout.com. He is rated the No.
7 prospect in the state of North
Carolina by ESPNU and No. 31
overall at his position. Rooks has led
Charlotte Christian School to three
consecutive conference crowns and

a state runner-up finish in 201011, when he teamed with current
Virginia Cavalier forward Anthony
Gill. Rooks has been an all-conference selection each of the last two
seasons. In 2011-12, he averaged 14
points per game and shot 37 percent
from three-point range. Rooks was
a member of Team Loaded, a Virginia-based AAU team that won the
prestigious Las Vegas FAB 48 Tournament this past summer.
Rooks comes from an athletic
family. His mother, Velda, was a
track athlete at Appalachian State
University, and his father, Steven,
played basketball at nearby Southern Wesleyan. His mother earned a
master's degree from Clemson.
"Patrick is an outstanding shooter
with a quick release and deep range,"
Brownell said. "He will help us
stretch defenses and will play with
the scoring mentality that you need
from a few guys on your team. He's
a good pull-up jump shooter. He is
a young man who has followed this
program for several years and always wanted to wear orange. That is
exciting to me."

FOLLOW THE TIGER
SPORTS SECTION
ON TWITTER

he Tiger did not attribute the Sports Photo of the Week last week. The photo was
taken by Joshua S. Kelly.

REMEMBER from page Cl
go along with a senior gunslinger in
6-foot, 6-inch Mike Glennon. Almost half of his 22 touchdowns have
gone to sophomore receiver Bryan
Underwood, whose stat line reads
as follows: 40 receptions, 588 yards
and 10 touchdowns.
The Clemson defense has looked
much improved in the past four
games, allowing only 15 points per
game. However, with the exception
of Sean Renfree at Duke, Clemson
really hasn't had to face a good
quarterback since E.J. Manuel in
Tallahassee. There are still big question marks in this secondary, and if
they aren't answered on Saturday,
Glennon could pick this defense
to shreds.
This has the chance to be a very
memorable season in TigerTown.
But so did 2000, so did 2006, so did

KEEPING from page Cl
a 33-point victory at the end of the
game. Presbyterian College was unable
to put their first points on the board
until the 15:27 mark in the first half.
Head Coach Brad Brownell was
happy with his team's play to open
the regular season but knows there
is still plenty to work on and room
for improvement.
"It was a good opening performance
by our guys," Brownell said. "I was really pleased with the way we played defensively ... we have a lot of work to do
moving forward, though."
One of the areas where there
might be room for improvement is
rebounding. Clemson outrebounded
Presbyterian 37 to 30 but lost the offensive rebounding battle by a total
of 10 to nine. Although the margin is
slim, these numbers may not be good
enough when the team plays the top
powerhouses in the ACC such as Duke
and North Carolina.
Presbyterian Head Coach Gregg
Nibert also talked about the talent of
Clemson's defense by pointing toward
the stellar defensive pressure at the start
of the game as the main reason his team
lost the game.
"I told our guys, for us, the first
four minutes is where we really lost
the game, especially our start," Nibert
said. "Clemson did a tremendous job
defensively on our perimeter. Jordan
Downey went 1-for-ll, Austin Anderson was 2-for-9 and Khalid (Mu-

2011. All seasons had great starts,
only to give way to Novembers
to forget.
9-1 looks really good. But there
is still work to be done to finish
the job. And it starts with the game
on Saturday.
We saw in Tuscaloosa last weekend what happens when you assume
the coast is clear. A win over South
Carolina and a trip to New Orleans
might declare to the world that
Clemson is back, but tripping over
the Wolfpack would be a classic bit
of the "same ole Clemson" slapstick.
It's not the big games that have
been the undoing of Clemson
in the past. It's been games like
this. Games like N.C. State last
year with South Carolina looming. Games like South Carolina
three years ago with the ACC
Championship looming. Games like
Georgia Tech in 2000 with Florida
State looming.

takabbir), our best player, went 1-for-l
because they do play great defense, we
panicked. In the first four minutes, we
took three or four quick, awful shots.
Then we took three shots that were
wide open that we missed. We got off
to a terrible start."
This was the game plan for Brownell,
as he challenged his team before the
game to play good, hard defense and
to compete. He was asked about this
defensive game plan in his post-game
press conference
"Not to play the scoreboard but to
play possessions," Brownell said. "We
want to get this mentality that we want
to compete. I think the guys did a pretty good job of that tonight and have
done a good job of trying to work hard
against teams that have very good scorers, like Mutakabbir. We made it hard
for him to have a good night, which
was good for our attention to detail and
scouting. I believe our guys played well
for our first game."
Although this was only the first game
in a long season filled with much suffer
competition, the team looks poised
and ready to exceed expectations and
make a charge in the ACC and still be
playing in the madness of March.
Brad Brownell and his team will try
to carry this confidence and momentum into their next game as they leave
the friendly confines of Littlejohn Coliseum and travel to Timmons Arena to
play the Furman Paladins Friday at 7
p.m. This game will be streamed live
byESPN3.
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STREAK-BUSTED: TIGERS SWEPT AT HOME
PAYTON SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson volleyball team fell in three
last Friday night in Jervey Gym to N.C.
State. The game was a big ACC matchup as
both teams were tied for fourth place going
into the match - a special number for the
league in Coach Jolene Hoover's opinion.
' I really think that the ACC will get 4
teams in the NCAA's this season," Hoover
said after the game. The loss cut Clemson's
four-match winning streak and named
the Wolfpack as the sole occupants of the
fourth place slot in the league.
Mo Simmons picked up 10 kills, nine
digs and two aces for the night, while teammate Sandra Adeleye put down 12 kills and
five blocks. In the match, Kristin Faust had
five digs, seven kills, and a career-best four
blocks.
The Tigers held the lead late in the first
and third set, but couldn't finish. Clemson
jumped out to an early lead in the first set,
picking up four blocks in the first nine
points of play. The remainder of the set was
not as successful as the first nine points;
Clemson only tallied two blocks in the rest
of the first. The Tigers held a 19-16 lead
until an N.C. State timeout turned the set
around. The Wolfpack closed the first set
at 25-21.
N.C. State took the momentum from
the first set and carried it forcefully into
the second, hitting at .441 and holding the
Tigers at .167. The final set started off with
the Wolfpack taking a strong lead at 113. Clemson managed to flip the score after
a 14-point run and surged forward with
a newfound momentum. N.C. State took
another strategic timeout and just like the

first set, came back to take the lead. Adeleye got in two more kills on the Wolfpack
before they secured the win.
Despite the sweep, Natalie Patzin and Alexa Rand had a record night. Patzin tallied a
team-best 12 digs, moving her career number over the 1,400 mark and into fourth
place in Clemson history. Rand became the
third Tiger in the volleyball records to ever
rack up 600 career blocks.
Jervey Gym saw a tighter match on Saturday when No. 22 North Carolina arrived,
eventually taking the victory over Clemson,
3-1. After falling 25-19 and 25-22, the Tigers trailed 2-0 overall but opened the third
set with a roaring .519 hitting percentage
and a 25-16 win. Clemson fought off a seven-point deficit in the fourth to put the set
at 22-21, only to have the Tar Heels close
the match at 25-23.
Clemson's All-Time list had to be updated for the second day in a row with Adeleye's 1,442nd kill, moving her career total
into ninth place. She finished with 1,445
after the North Carolina match. Faust led
all players with 16 kills and a team-high
17.0 points and also picked up 13 digs and
an ace on the night. Brenner achieved her
31st career double-double with 43 assists
and a team-high 15 digs. Simmons racked
up her own double-double with ten kills
and ten digs.
The Tigers have three matches left in regular season play, all at home in Jervey Gym.
Thursday at 7:00 p.m., Clemson hosts
their SolidOrange match against Wake Forest, and will hold Senior Night on Friday
before the Duke match at 7 p.m. They close
their season on Tuesday, Nov. 20, at 5 p.m.
against Georgia Tech in Atlanta.
Clemson currently sits at 18-10 overall
and 8-9 in the ACC.
Sandra Adeleye

EMSONTLUMS
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leading killer in Clemson volleyball history on Sunday.

-ro KNOW HANNAH 6R6NN£R
PAYTON SHIVER

i

CONTRIBUTED BY DAWSON POWERS/IPTAY MEDIA

STAFF WRITER

Junior nursing major Hannah Brenner has been a constant for Clemson's volleyball
team this season. The 5-foot-10
inch lefty from Ohio earned
her spot as the Tigers' fulltime setter halfway through her
freshman year and caught the
eyes of many in the league.
Brenner earned a spot on the
ACC's All-Freshman team, finished eighth in the ACC in assists per set on the season and
was named the ACC Freshman
of the Week twice.
As a freshman, Hannah
played in 23 matches and
started 16. She posted 40 or
more assists in nine of her 15
full-time matches and finished
the 2010 season with a total of
752 set assists: the fourth most
accomplished by a freshman in
Clemson's history.
As a sophomore, Hannah
played in all 31 matches and
started in 30. She was the team's
primary setter and tallied a total of 982 assists, leading the
team to a hitting percentage of
.300 or better in twelve matches. The 2011 season closed with
Brenner accomplishing 40 or
more assists in 10 matches, 14

double-double matches with
assists and digs and boasting a
.967 serving percentage and 11
service aces.
Hannah currently sits at 10th
on Clemson's Most Set Assists
and fifth on assists per set in her
career, but don't let the hair and
impressive statistics keep you
away - there still might be hope
for this native northerner yet.
Payton Shiver: Favorite
movie?
Hannah Brenner: How to
Lose a Guy in 10 Days. '
PS: If you could live only
one volleyball match over
and over again, which match
would it be and why?
HB: I would love to go back
to the Dig Pink match last year
when we played Duke. We lost
to them earlier in the season but
came out strong to beat them in
three. It was such a thrilling
and exciting match to be in!
PS: How did you start playing volleyball? Did you ever
believe you would be playing
in college?
HB: I started playing in third
grade and I honestly played
just because all of my friends
were playing. I always dreamed
of playing in college but I
honestly never thought in a
million years that I would be

good enough to play at the
Dl level.
PS: If someone were to pay
you one million dollars in
cash, on the spot, would you
lick the seat of a public restroom toilet?
HB: Oh my goodness I totally would. As gross as that
is, (and I would probably
throw up after) I would for a
million dollars.
PS: Do you have any hidden talents?
HB: I actually am great at
making animal noises and I
can paint and do nail art. I seriously have customers (mainly
my team) that stop by for a
nail appointment!
PS: Favorite book?
HB: My favorite book would
have to be "Born Blue."
PS: You're technically a
northerner... So what's your
favorite part about the South?
HB: My favorite thing about
the South would have to be how
sweet and friendly people are,
and of course the weather!
PS: And the really important question... Do you prefer
hot tea or sweet tea? And of
course, do you like grits?
HB: I prefer sweet tea! But unfortunately I do not like grits... I
am still an oatmeal girl!
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Cottages and Paired Homes in Waterfront Community
5 minutes from Clemson campus.
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ROBERT SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

With some huge quarterback injuries last week in Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia there will be plenty of owners looking for a
quick fill in at quarterback, as well as the flex position. Look for
a lot of typically back-up players to produce much more than
usual this week.
Players to Start
Carson Palmer, QB, Oakland Raiders, (at Saints) — Palmer
has been much more consistent this year, throwing for a touchdown
in almost every game and he has had only one multiple interception game this season. Palmer should have a great opportunity to
continue his streak of consistency against the Saints, who are one
of the NFLs worst defenses that gives up some of the most points
in the league.
Steven Jackson, RB, St. Louis Rams, (vs. Jets) — Jackson blew
up on the NFLs best defense last week in San Francisco, running
for over 100 yards and scoring a touchdown. The New York Jets
present much less of a challenge at home for the still-productive
and talented tailback. Jackson should have huge numbers against
a flailing Jets team.
Daniel Thomas, RB, Miami Dolphins, (at Bills) — Thomas
did well in limited time last week; he should get more carries this
week against one of the worst defenses against the run. Thomas and
the Dolphins will be braving the cold in Buffalo, so look for them
to throw the ball less.
Steve Smith, Carolina Panthers, (vs. Buccaneers) — Smith
has only scored one touchdown this year, but the Buccaneers have
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Players to Pick Up
Danny Woodhead, RB/WR, New England Patriots, (vs. Colts)
— Woodhead had a nice game last week finishing with 17 fantasy
points against the Bills. Do not expect him to produce at a level like
that every week, but he could always break one. This week against
the Colts he has a chance to make a difference.
Donald Jones, WR, Buffalo Bills, (vs. Dolphins) —Jones had a
big game last week, scoring for the second time in three weeks. Jones
is becoming a very solid number two behind Steve Johnson. Jones
could be a good "flex" play this week against the fish.
Cecil Shorts, WR, Jacksonville Jaguars, (at Texans) — Shorts
has been productive his last four games with two touchdowns and
over 350 yards. Shorts has a difficult matchup this week against the
Texans but he could easily break out for a score.
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Players to Sit
Phillip Rivers, QB, San Diego Chargers, (at Broncos) — Rivers and the Chargers just are not playing good football right now,
and Rivers is going to have a tough day against the vicious Broncos
pass rush. Rivers will be on the ground all day at the hands of Von
Miller and Elvis Dumervil; he had six turnovers the last time he
faced the Broncos in San Diego.
Darren McFadden, RB, Oakland Raiders, (vs. Saints) — McFadden sat out last week with an ankle sprain and returns to limited
action this week against the Saints, but he will be used sparingly
against this miserable defense.
Matt Forte, RB, Chicago Bears, (at 49ers) — Forte had
a miserable game last week against the Texans, but so did the
49ers at home against the Rams. The 49ers defense is one of the
best in the league at stopping the run, Forte will be their main
focus this week.

Michael Crabtree, WR, San Francisco 49ers, (vs. Bears) —
Crabtree has been hot lately, scoring three touchdowns in his last
two games, but he is about to run into a buzzsaw in the Bears defense this week. The Bears have only allowed two touchdowns in
their last five games; don't look for Crabtree to change that.
Jeremy Kerley, WR, New York Jets, (at Rams) — Kerley has
not been the sparkplug the Jets need him to be this year;, he has
not scored since week three. The Jets will have a hard time throwing
against an excellent Rams secondary.
Marcedes Lewis, TE, Jacksonville Jaguars, (at Texans) —
Lewis has been underutilized this year, with only five receptions in two games; Lewis has a hard matchup this week at
Houston. Sophomore quarterback Blaine Gabbert has made
Shorts and other wide receivers his top targets as Lewis remains the forgotten man.
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given up six touchdowns to opposing wide outs in the last four
weeks, giving Smith a chance. This could be the game to get Cam
Newton and the offense in motion, and Steve Smith would be a
huge part of that.
Denarius Moore, WR, Oakland Raiders, (at Saints) — Moore
has scored in four of his last five games, so he has an easy matchup
this week against the New Orleans Saints. The Saints allow the most
fantasy points to wide receivers, and Moore is the guy in Oakland.
Dwayne Allen, TE, Indianapolis Colts, (at Patriots) — Allen is
the man at tight end with Coby Fleener out, and with Luck playing
so well right now, Allen is a no brainer this week. The Patriots give
up the third most points to tight ends, and Allen should be able to
capitalize on that.
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Unplugged
Krista Wunsche
Staff Writer
Two weeks ago, my friend's world ended. The
morning after a frantic all-nighter, his old laptop made
its final dying sputter and gave out on him. I ran into
him the next day, frustratedly trying to revive his
computer and looking mad enough to punch a baby.
Luckily, there weren't any infants around. I tried to
look super sympathetic, but the most I could offer was a
"that sucks" before I had to rush off to class. He would
survive, I told .myself. There are plenty of computers
in Cooper. And besides, there's no reason to freak
out. A week later, though, karma struck. My laptop
mysteriously refused to charge. My chest tightened in
terror as I thought about surviving without it. I turned
my decrepit non-functioning computer in to CCIT,
anxiously contemplating the laptop-less week ahead
of me. I imagined the coming week would be like an
episode of "Survivor" minus the plethora of attractive

people. And let's face it: the attractive people are the
only reason "Survivor" is fun. Forced to make long treks
through the blistering wind and cold to get to Cooper
and do my schoolwork, I would be without Hulu, Spotify
and cute cat photos. I wasn't sure how long I could last.
But last I did. It was a rough three days. Without access
to Netflix or Hulu, I was forced to procrastinate work
by doing crazy things like reading books. I responded to
emails late and spent my energy rushing between Cooper
and my dorm. We as college students are especially tied
to computers. We have papers to type, online homework
and last minute assignments sent to us via email. It's
rumored that they had college before the invention of
the computer, but I seriously wonder how. According
to my mother's rants about the decline of society, it was
a better time. I'm not convinced. They had to turn in
handwritten papers and send off dissertations to be typed
via typewriter. There was no spellcheck, meaning no way
to save the grades of hopelessly spellcheck-dependent
people like me. Roommates back then would pitch in
funds to purchase landlines for their dorm rooms, and
you had to live in the reference section of the library

to write a research paper. When getting together, people
made careful plans and stuck to them, because they
didn't have cell phones to text last minute plan changes
to each other. Also, they never complained even though
they had to walk to school every day in the snow uphill,
both ways.
Sure, mom, life was definitely better back then.
But my mother does have a few good points about the
pitfalls of technology. If I could cash in on all the hours
of unproductive screen time in my life, I would be
significantly richer, super athletic and fluent in multiple
languages. Our computers are powerful enough to run
the space shuttle that sent a man to the moon, but we use
them instead to watch two seasons of "Modern Family"
in one sitting. I had hoped that my couple of laptopfree days would break me of my computer dependence,
but as soon as I had my laptop back, I caught up on
my favorite shows, looked at my share of cute cat photos
and sunk back into my normal routine. While three
days unplugged didn't change my habits much, I at least
got a bit more exercise from running from building to
building, and I got to read a few books.
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going

Legacy Day
Fort Hill
Clemson, S.C.
2 p.m.
FREE

Brother Eagle, Sister Sky
Botanical Garden
Clemson, S.C.

3 p.m.

f

Volleyball vs. Duke
JerveyGym ^
Clemson, S.C.

Bantam Show
T. Ed Garrison /
Clemson, S.C.

Football vs. NC State
Death Valley
Clemson, S.C. ■

7 p.m.
Free

6 a.m.
Free

3:30 p.m.
Free
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Retraction: In the November 9 issue of The Tiger, "Your Existential Crisis and You" and
"First World Problems" should have been attributed to Ellen Meny and Kayla Cobb,
respectively. The Tiger regrets these errors.

The

eat her anH

Katie Zottnick
Columnist

m

I have been very confused while walking around
^ampus lately. On the days when Frosty the
Snowman hits, and the temperature
is around 30 degrees, I have seen
people walking around in
T-shirts and shorts with flipflops, while during the warmer
60 degree days, I have seen people
all bundled up as though the state
of South Carolina somehow moved
overnight to Antarctica. So unless this is some
sort of cult or Greek thing, I have no other plausible explanation
as to why people are dressed strangely.
I'll admit that I am not the most technologically savvy person
ambling around on campus, but I can (proudly) use Google. Did
you know that if you type "weather + (enter zip code here)" into
Google, it will show you the forecasted weather of the week?
It takes less than three seconds to do, so I wonder why I see
confused people in Opposite Day outfits walking around. If you
have no access to a computer, I know that a lot of people have

the ability to look up the weather on their phones. Putting two
and two together, the entirety of Clemson has the ability to find
out the weather in about three seconds — why aren't people
dressing appropriately?
As the weather cools down, it
seems that the lecture halls
grow increasingly warmer.
The smart thing to do
would be to dress
in layers, as
you
can
always take
a sweatshirt
or jacket off
and stuff it in
your bag, but
unless you are Harry Potter, you
can't conjure one up mid-lecture
because you are freezing and have
goosebumps.
For those of us who have put
on our "winter layer," (ahem,
gained weight) layering tops
can help lengthen our torsos,

YOU

while if you
have
"winter
madness" from
the
lack
of
sunshine, wearing
bright
colors
is
highly suggested and
proven to be helpful to
your wellbeing. If
you wear
a sweater,
please do not
tuck it into your
pants unless you are
super-duper tall.
Although
I'm
not
advocating singing your
lungs out on top of a rock,
Mufasa from "The Lion King"
once sang, "Be prepared!" Check the
weather, dress to fit the weather and
don't be caught unaware, should the weather
suddenly change from sunny to gloomy.
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Anything to Write

Ellen Meny
Staff Writer

JL

As Pitbull, a.k.a Mr. Worldwide, once said, "Don't start what
you can't finish".
With all due respect, Mr. Worldwide (if that is your real name),
you've never experienced my job. Writing for the Tiger is one of my
greatest prides but also one of my biggest challenges. Every Sunday
night I turn in a 500 to 700-word article about whatever topic I
please. I could literally type the word 'banana' 500 times and send
it in, although I think that you'd never see my column again. My
articles do not write themselves, though, and often my pickiness
for article topics gets in the way. Last week I pondered an article
on the election — scraped. President Obama did appear to me in a
dream last night and told me that he was once a tattoo artist, so I'm

Dark Knight Rises

Caspa
Orar ge Pee

isor S.O.

Asr e /ilte I l.C

7 p.m.
Free

8 p.m.
S16

not sure if that was a good omen or a bad omen. For all intensive
purposes, I'm thinking that this was a good omen.
I scrap these articles because I either can't find the passion to
write about them, or find them to be too challenging to catalog.
Generally, I'll finally pick an idea and send it in, but some nights my
mind is a complete blank, even more so than usual. I will struggle,
and occasionally produce something sub-par, but sometimes the
emptiness is so vast and great that I will sit at my desk, staring at my
computer screen. I will stuff handfuls of Cheetos into my mouth,
wearing my orange footie pajamas and reading bad Pokemon
fanfiction; and realize that I simply can't think of anything to
write about.
This was one of those weeks.
I am not admitting to wearing orange footie pajamas,
although if anyone knows how to launder footie pajamas, I
would love to know — asking for a friend; she just spilled some
Cheeto dust on her leg. I will admit, though, to being at a loss of

Effies Follies
40 Watt

Scott Pelley
Strom Thurmond
Clemson, S.C

9 p.m.
$5

1 p.m.
Free

what to write about. I find it ironic that despite the world being
so fraught with issues and action, I still cannot bring myself to
find an article topic. My life is not what I would call normal,
and yet I have no soul to write about my step-grandmother
who used to talk to teddy bears, or my fear of old people.
Some would call this Writer's Block; I call it crippling laziness
and pickiness.
When this week is said and done and my next deadline appears,
you will find one of my normal articles with a concrete topic. This
type of article will never appear in print again, a leaf on the wind
that will disappear in the blink of an eye. I may reference my life
in a later article, but my article selection process will henceforth
be locked away. For those that read this, you are the lucky ones
who have peeked into my writing process. May God have mercy
on your soul.
And then, just like that, I hit 500 words and my article is
done. Banana.

Ultimate Frisbee
Tournament
jrai heias
Clemson, S.C
2 p.m.
Free

Rusko
Orange Peel
Asheville, N.C
8 p.m.
$30
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These that can't create, Tumble - it gives a nice illusion of creativity, No,
actually that's not entirely true, The mieroblogging platform Tumblr originally
launched in 2007 as another response to people's demand for social media outlets.
While Tumblr is now the spring board for many artists and egocentrics wanting to
showcase their work through design, photos or e-journaling, the easy-to-use format
has also given rise to the re-blog blog where content is not solely that of the site
owner, With over 77 million blogs, there's certainly a flavor for everyone, but there
are some that definitely stick out for their creativity, uber cool content or just plain
yes-someone-finally-understands-me-facter.

Great things come with the arrival of November — fall leaves, crisp air and the Holy
Grail of Manhood, beards. It's a time of great community when the whole world comes together
around one great furry thing. TheBearded captures this community and memorializes it for the
long hibernation months when real live beards are few and far between.

nyhand.
Physical disabilities are never something to be laughed at, and The Tiger does not endorse
such behavior. However, good Photoshopping is always a source of admiration, and if it leads to a
few chuckles, it's all the better. The creator of this blog has taken famous photos of famous people
doing famous important things and cropped in ... well, I'll leave you to guess.

lpranks.tumblr.com

Think you know your historical figures? Wait until you see how they wrote letters. Letterheady
displays the stationery of luminaries from Harry Houdini to Groucho Marx to Thomas Edison.
They're not writing you personal notes, but this is the next best thing.

tumblr.tastefullyoffensive.com
Always entertaining and funny. The little narcissist in all of us will love it.

Searching through newspapers for encoded messages is usually the hobby of conspiracy
theorists, but for Newspaper Blackout, it's all part of the creative process. Creator Austin Kleon
makes little crumbs of newsprint poetry by blacking out bits of the text with a permanent marker.
However, anyone with a dark marker, a newspaper and little patience and creativity can submit
work to the site resulting in a kind of free-form word search. There is an array of one-liners that
range from funny to mysterious to sincerely thought-provoking. If anything else, it's not a bad way
to recycle the morning paper.
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shortformblog.com and
opculturebrain.com

Two separate blogs, one common goal: to consolidate all the recent world events in one
quick-and-easy-to-read format in order to supply the reader with a deceivingly superior global
conscience they can apply to their day's conversation.

This political season has been particularly fruitful; many memes Tweets and Facebook
statuses have been harvested from the rich social media fields. The DrollPranks tumblr came about
in response to Mitt Romney's stories about "boyish pranks." The site provides gentlemen with all
kinds of tomfoolery advice and ideas for horseplay.

thekittencovers.tumblr.com
Nothing's official until it includes cats. They're so cute and fluffy, and no amount of
love or doting can make the'm care. What is unattainable is always desperately sought after. Cats
manipulate our feelings, but some genius realized that we can fight back by manipulating their
image. Take a picture of an adorable kitty and recreate some of the most classic album covers. The
results are funny, whimsical and a tad vindictive. In other words, they're perfect.

imremebering.com
People are rushing to make the '90s nostalgic and vintage. Never mind that the majority
of us are still on our parent's bill — we're adults! And to remember that blissful time when we
were children ... ah, Lisa Frank take me back! It makes us feel older and wiser, knowing that we've
experienced a different century. This Tumblr collects all that pop-culture nostalgia and brings it to
one little corner of the Internet, sharing the joy that only a '90s kid could properly understand.
•fcSWKfc

dadsaretheoriginaIhipster.tumblr.com
I recently pulled out some old pictures of my parents and felt this weird sense of dejavu like I'd seen someone like this before. Yes, of course I recognized my parents, but there was
something else to the pictures. Those huge Ray-Ban optical glasses, the Technicolor neon jacket,
that flat brim hat ... I turned around to show my friend and a shock ran through me — my dad
looks like my friends. Although his posture could use a good deal more sarcasm, the resemblance
is still there. Apparently Goodwill cycles its clothes 30 years behind, because it's pictures like these
and the fact that there are so many of them that keep the stream of this Tumblr as fresh as vintage
can be.

awesomepeoplehangingouttogether.
tumblr.com
We hate celebrities because they're rich. We hate celebrities because we see every time
they mess up. We hate celebrities because we can't stop caring about them. Awesome People have
now given us another reason to hate them: we hate celebrities because they hang out and exchange
banter with our role-models. See Jane Lynch and Zooey Deschanel gather around a piano-playing
Jeff Goldblum. Watch Kanye West horse around with Prince Harry. Tell me that's not the Dalai
Lama pulling on Russell Grant's beard (Oh, but it is.). Why is this entertaining? Well, it teaches
acceptance for one thing, and for another, it's just too much to resist. There are also some older
stars too — those are the real gems — but those are for you to find.

Some sleepless night, unable to drift off, the question has undoubtedly entered your
mind: "If your house was burning, what would you take with you?" This is also the question that's
behind The Burning House. Displaying user-submitted lists and photos of the items people would
risk incineration for. Each post shows both trinkets and valuables in artistic arrangements with
everything from the rational to the bizarre-oh to the disturbed represented. While the crammed
photos emphasize beauty over believability, scrolling through will still leave you thinking about
the items you care most about in life and why. Social media's not so frivolous now, is it?

theonlymagicleftisart.com
Making the most of Tumblr's brilliant image-display feature, this blog is a sort of hybrid
blog and art gallery. There's a spotlighted feature artist each month, along with updated original
paintings, drawings, illustrations, photographs, and graphic designs. The diversity displayed keeps
the hype up and easily captivates the reader at first visit.

■■■iMBBai

foto j our nalismus. tumblr. com
These days, the Internet is filled with Instagram originals. Fotojournalismus is a tribute
to the men and women still lugging their SLRs into the remotest parts of the world to bring
firsthand images of the world's most important events. Each new photo could be the cover of WSJ,
NYT or the New Yorker. On weekends the blog is dedicated to the work of a single photojournalist
leaving Monday with the hopes of amateurs submitting their own work for the chance of being
honored with a publication.

^___—|_|

thingsorganizedneatly.tumblr.com
Organization can be addicting. After a few minutes of browsing this Tumblr, all those
nonexistent or suppressed OCD inclinations will come charging in full force. Things Organized
Neatly showcases perfect assemblies of all sorts of items, from every single piece of a vintage
typewriter to a perfectly organized kitchen set. Whether or not your room is a complete mess, the
collection of photos is always a right feast for the eyes.

textsfrombennett .tumblr. com
"These are text messages I exchange with my 17-year-old cousin Bennett. He is a white
boy that thinks he's a pimp, is currently unemployed, has a girlfriend named Mercedes and is one
of the most unintentionally funny and brilliant souls on the planet." This is the introduction to
what has become one of Tumblr's top comedy blogs. Although it's reasonable to doubt the posts
are all 100 percent taken from real-life, it's much more fun to go with it. The (unintentional)
hilarity never stops.
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merica Through a
European Lens
(Part One
Marielle Orr
Columist
Several people told me they enjoy hearing about the
European perspective on "The American Way." Well, that's
convenient, because I love sharing my observations and views
— on basically everything. So here comes the first part of my
Random List of Things I Noticed (look out for part two in the
next issue of The Tiger):
Everything really is bigger here. Streets are wider,
homes are more spacious, cars are bulkier, food portions
are huge, etc. When we moved into our apartment, I was
amazed by how big the kitchen - especially the stove and
the fridge - was (available for sublease spring 2013, by the
way). Whenever I visit home, in The Netherlands, it feels
as if I'm entering some kind of cute mini-land, where you
pour milk from downsized cartons into little glasses; where
the washer and dryer are "size adorable"; where you walk
through narrow hallways and climb steep stairs; and where
our home — which is far bigger than the average Dutch
dwelling, suddenly reminds me of a dollhouse.

On that note: I can't believe how drive-through-y
everything is in America. Drive-through fast food can be
found all over the world, but a drive-through at the bank,
or at the pharmacy? My favorite has got to be the driverough "We Buy Your Gold." Simply amazing.

I had never seen a check in my life until I got here.
Literally. Writing checks is just not something the Dutch
usually do, I guess. I find it rather charming. "Let me write
you a check." So classy!

I
Another thing that blows my mind is the car
dependency/car culture, as I call it. In spite of the CAT
bus system, which is an unexpected European touch to
this Southern town, I can't help but notice how much life
in America depends on owning a motor vehicle. It seems
basically impossible, or at least very complicated, to sustain
a reasonably effective lifestyle (long-term) without a car.
When I find myself driving from one mall to the other,
I miss strolling down narrow streets with shops on either
side and long but peaceful rides in a gently swaying train.

Air-conditioning: Seriously. Overdoing. It. Yes, it gets
ot in South Carolina, I get it. But oh, do I curse the
eternal shivering and the chills running down my spine in
the classroom, while grocery shopping, at the movies, in
the library...

I had never seen a garbage disposal before either. They
still scare me a little bit. I always imagine these tiny little
monsters with rows of sharp teeth devouring every innocent
potato peel that gets shoved down the drain.
At this point, I feel I have to clarify something. Even though
I may marvel at interesting cultural distinctions like these,
please do not conclude that I am from a primitive place; The
Netherlands is just as modern and western as America. For those
of you who think I'm stating the obvious: I'm not. Somebody
asked me once if we have liquid soap in The Netherlands (really
happened). I was also asked whether Dutch people "do sleepovers" (also really happened), and someone else got very excited
when she discovered I knew a song by an American artist. Don't
get me wrong, I don't expect everybody to be an undercover
anthropologist, but you got to admit, it would be pretty funny if
I asked you whether kids have birthday parties in Texas..!
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INTERNSHIPS

Your Schedule?

Dos!
Green Day

ARTICLE BY: JACOB WEBB // TIMEOUT I
&BRINDLEY FAILE'// TIMEOUT LAYOUT EDITOR

bill 11 lu^BSUxKt /-

►► Number of paid internships (full time)

■fSr?i!^Bn?73^BBliBfg5TTi

=. you ve made a hug

TimeOut says:
The California stalwarts' second album of 2012 is a largely
uneven set that places some
of their best tunes in years
("Stray Heart", "Amy") right next
to some of their worst ("F-k
Time").

Take Me Home
One Direction
——-«- ~~-

considerin
actually is. In order to finally pui

►► Number of paid internships (part time)

X 10
X5

►► Number of unpaid internships (full time)

X 50

►► Number of unpaid internships (part time)

X 15

edule
►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► Total

scheduh

CLASSMATES

I
It)

■

I

Number of friends in class with you
►► Number of smart friends in class with you

X -3

►► Number of ex-girl/boyfriends in class with you
►► Number of "that guy's in class with you

X3
X1

►► Number of note/hw moochers in class with you

TimeOut says:
Niall, Zayn, Harry, Louis and Liam's
sophomore outing is exactly what it
should be — a set of solid, catchy
pop tunes that will sound great coming out of the radios of hardcore and
closeted fans alike.

Lotus
Christina Aguilera

►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► lotal

MISC.

X-

►► Number of classes without mandatory attendance

X-5

►► Number of online courses you got into

TimeOut says:

King Animal
Sonndgarden

TimeOut says:
The Seattle grunge icons' first album
in 16 years finds them still preserved
in 1996, so if you're looking for a
soundtrack for your flannel-clad
angst, this will get you through the
winter.

'

►► Number of classes you pulled strings to get into

►► Number of easy leisure skills you got into

Aside from boasting the worst album
artwork of the year, Xtina's seventh
full-length is a complete mess
full of overdramatic ballads and
hypersexualized dance tunes. Even
fans of The Voice" should avoid this.

ml

X -1
X -2

►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► ►► Total

RESULTS
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IN THEATERS
TODAY:

MOUTH OF THE WHOOPIE
Silver Linings
Playbook

BRADY BROWN

Assistant TimeOut Editor
There has never been another Bond film like
"Skyfall."
Now, is this a good thing? The answer quite
simply is yes, it really is.
Perhaps it was the direction of the acclaimed
Sam Mendes or maybe it was simply that the producers knew 007 needed a shakeup, but James
Bond has never felt fresher. The fact that this is
done while keeping an ever pervasive and often
tongue-in-cheek awareness of a series now aged
half a century makes it even more impressive.
In this go-around, James Bond is worn down.
He's aged, and he knows it. And for a moment, he
considers giving it all up. Fading away into the
sullen retirement you'd expect from a man who's
made his life's work killing.
As you'd probably anticipate, when his Queen
and country are in need, Bond makes his comeback — albeit not entirely at full strength, physically or mentally Thrilling action scenes ensue,
ultimately culminating in the reveal of the film's
sadistic villain, Silva, flamboyantly played by Javier Bardem. He's great. As horrible a man as he
is, Bardem somehow manages to maneuver an
underlying melancholy into the character, leaving you with that rare feeling of empathy (even if
it is slight) for the villain. It all comes down to his

motivations. His are deep seeded, arguably understandable and much more viable than the generic "world annihilation" notion or mere greed.
One of my few complaints would have to be he
did not get enough screen time.
Judi Dench has now played M in seven films,
and this is most definitely her best performance
to date. This time around, her decisions are no
longer infallible and above question. She's in
danger of reaching the dreaded precipice of irrelevance.You feel for her.
"Skyfall" has no problem acknowledging the
series' storied past, and it is better for it. It makes
the movie funnier and allows the more emotional
scenes to sink in with a deeper resonance. Along
with that, we learn more about Bond's past, furthering our affection for the man — that this is
still a possibility for a character fifty years old
is impressive.
The visuals are astounding. Without question,
this is the best looking Bond yet. By the time the
credits rolled, my mouth was agape. At the risk
of sounding overzealous, the ending was perfect. And it all culminates in an epilogue that was
more than I could have ever dreamed of — really,
I was blown away. I don't know if I'm willing to say
"Skyfall" has surpassed "Casino Royale"—the
film does have its flaws — but overall this is just a
great movie.
Bond has come full circle. I cannot wait to see
where they take him next.

Whoopie says:
There's already Oscar talk
circling this drama starring
Bradley Cooper and Jennifer
Lawrence. To be blunt, this is
one of the movies I have most
been looking forward to all
year. If you have the time, this
one might not be a bad way to
spend an afternoon over the
Thanksgiving break.

The Twilight Saga:
Breaking Dawn Part 2

Whoopie says:
Few, if any other, film
series specifically proclaim
themselves as true Sagas. If
that's not worth the price of
admission alone, I don't know
what is.

Anna Karenina

Whoopie says:
If you're one for books, this
might be the movie for you.
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz
1. As of 2012, who is Hollywood's highest paid
actor?
2. Which Major League Baseball team has a
moose as its mascot?

^46

SCORPIO

V

Oct. 24 — NOV. 2 l

SAGITTARIUS
***** w^ k Don't be sorry that people are so jealous of
NOV. 22 — Dec. 2 l
you. It's not your fault you're so popular.

Beat the Editor

'J^^^- CAPRICORN
^^^ «.»*»»*«,«

If your roommate mandates a man-date, you

Dec. 22 -Jan. / 9

4. What island country has the lowest population
density in the world?
5. Which Clemson football coach was the first to
popularize calling Memorial Stadium "Death
Valley"?
6. Which university houses the largest Ernest
Hemingway collection?
7. What city hosts the United States' first pizza
restaurant?

should oblige.

Hannah Cleveland
Copy Editor
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

3. In what country was Rihanna bom?

k Only have $20 in your pocket? Roll on
over to tne
thrift shop.

Hannah's answers:
1. George Clooney
2. Colorado Rockies
3. Barbados
4. Greenland
5. Frank Howard
6. Columbia
7. Chicago
Compare your answers with Hannah's
by checking on the top of D8!

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!
Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger.
Of course, they are much smaller than this.
Good Luck!

W Hi Maggie!

L -3pm- PISCES
"f£ .» r , ~~.
.,

' Feb. 20 -

Remember that even during Thanksgiving
, ~„W Break, 7you have to wear v
pink c
March 20\ w
, , ,
Wednesdays.
This weekend you will discover the

ARIES

L difference between "whiskey" and

^March 21 - April 20

"whisky."

TAURUS
rftoh
>7 April21 -May20

When you inevitably order pizza at 2 a.m.
this weekend, be sure to get the $22 Taylor
Swift pizza from Papa John's.

m GEMINI
tVC
/A\ May21 -june2]

Selena Gomez just broke up with Justin
Bieber, so you should console your currendy
unstable little sister with a phone call this
weekend.

<hs

.-••**•".
7!^, June 22 - July 22

Both the new James Bond and Twlight
movies are out this weekend, which means
you don't really have an excuse to not go out
this weekend.

jfffejb LEO
"<ffiK. July 23 - Aug. 23

If your roommate makes cookies, it's okay to
eat a dozen of them if he doesn't figure it out
until an hour later.

iv

CANCER

This Thanksgiving break, take a break from

|j VIRGO
vmuu

PHOTO OF THE WEEK
David Platt

"Frisbee dogs perform at Lady Tigers' baskestball game."

turkey to paint with all the colors of
Au9 24 Sept 22 w eating
the wind.

JR. ' ~

*A

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

You're going to meet a girl named
Brindley this weekend. Buy her a beer..

'
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Across
1- Bric-a5- Waterlogged soil
10- "His and
"
14- Apiece
15- Central Florida city
16- Siouan speaker
17- Turkish title
18- Beer mug
19- Stringed instrument
20- Unemployed person?
22- Flattered
24- Negative vote
25- Hosp. section
26- Slightest
29- Swelled head
32- Musical drama
36breve
37- Apathy
39- Debussy subject
40- In spite of
43- Ecol. watchdog
44- Abrading tool
45- Words to Brutus
46- Open a tennis match
48- Tacit assent
49- Pool stroke

50- Polished off
52- Conducted
53- Curved sword
57- Absence of sound
61- Bibliography abbr.
62- Drawing room
64- Neet rival
65- Appoint
66- Clear the board
67- Cube maker Rubik
68- So
say
69- Agnew's old boss
70- Stains

Down
1- Wall Street pessimist
2- Fury
3- Zwei cubed
4- Portable power saw
5- Saunter
6- Entr'
7Dawn Chong
8- Split
9- Capital of Vietnam
10- Robbery at gunpoint
11- Sewing case
12- Routine

D8
13- Tournament favorite
21- Rodent, betrayer
23- Squirrel stash
26- Back streets
27- Get hitched quick
28- Communion table
29- Actor Hawke
30- Enthusiasm
31- Made a choice
33- Gives off
34- Leases
35- Bicker
37- Orch. section
38- Boat propeller
41Kick Out of You
42- Numbed
47- Depression between
hills
49- Actor Gibson
51 - Ruhr city
52- Fabric woven from
flax yarns
53- Red coin?
54- Mormon state of
western USA
55- Domesticated
56- Delhi dress

57- Indifferent
58a soul
59- Movie theater
60- Archer of myth
63- Loose
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For the answers to
this week's puzzles
goto:
thetiger news .com
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Come crash at our place
Rabes sbarblng ab $325|^

7CiyiLLAGE
/niversity
^
AT

CLEMSON
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imyjJi& JB
R^^S^
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5#3

HMD

MMyiMIffl LHIi Ml
103 University Village Drive, Central, SC 29630
www.uvclemson.com
^Rates subject to change
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Your college neighborhood"

(864) 639-5728
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